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ABSTRACT

The author presents a new technique for the analy
sis of unsteady viscous fluid flows past aerodynamic shapes. 
The utility of this technique, herein called the Vorticity 
Source Method, is demonstrated by application to the two- 
dimensional, constant property flow created by a finite- 
chord flat plate that is impulsively accelerated from rest 
to a constant velocity V «■ The plate is maintained at a 
constant angle of attack a, as measured between the plate 
chord and the velocity vector of the plate.

The flow-field development with time is calculated, 
using numerical solutions to the vorticity transport equa
tion. T̂ xe fluid far from the plate is at rest. Adopting 
elements of inviscid aerodynamic theory, the velocity field 
is related to the vorticity field through the Biot-Savart 
Law. This is an integral relationship which is valid for 
any velocity vector field, whether in a viscous or inviscid 
fluid. Dependence on the stream function is thus eliminated. 
The method also allows the numerical computations to be con
fined to the region of non-zero vorticity near the plate.
This latter consideration is an advantage not found in con
ventional approaches based on the stream function.
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ix
• A novel feature of the Vorticity Source Method is 

the manner in which the viscous boundary condition of fluid 
adherence to the plate is imposed. The normal velocity of 
the fluid relative to the plate is constrained to zero by a 
"bound" vortex distribution along the plate chord. This is 
a direct carryover from inviscid aerodynamics. This bound 
vortex distribution is uniquely defined by imposing the 
conservation of the total system vorticity. The tangential 
adherence condition is satisfied by interposing vortex 
sheets between the fluid and the plate surfaces, thereby 
reducing the velocity slip to zero. ; The vortex sheets act 
as impulsive surface-sources for the vorticity which enters 
the fluid from the plate by diffusion. This provides the 
surface boundary condition for the vorticity transport 
equation and represents a marked departure from conven
tional numerical approaches. It is this feature which 
gives the Vorticity Source Method its name.

Results are presented for three specific flow con
ditions. If Re denotes the Reynolds number based on the 
plate chord and a the angle of attack, the following cases 
were examined: (a) Re =4, a = 0; (b) Re - 4, a =. 30
degreesj and (c) Re = 400, a = 30 degrees. In addition to 
the vorticity distributions and the velocity profiles, the 
results include the force coefficients, the center of pres
sure, and the circulation, all as functions of time.



Velocity profiles obtained in this work for the symmetrical 
case (Re = 4,. a = 0) are in satisfactory agreement with 
numerical predictions reported earlier in an independent 
study.

For the two cases with the plate at 30 degree angle- 
of-attack, it was found that at the lower Reynolds number of 
4, the vorticity contours show no evidence of vortex shedding. . 
'However, flow stagnation points appear on the lower surface 
behind the leading edge and on the upper surface in front of 
the trailing edge. At the higher Reynolds number of 400, . 
counterclockwise vortex shedding occurs at the trailing 
edge of the plate, and there is an indication that clockwise 
vortex shedding is beginning at the leading edge of the 
plate. These two flow patterns are in qualitative agreement 
with that found in one earlier numerical study of the 
unsteady viscous flow past a thin elliptic airfoil. In that 
study, a more conventional approach was employed using the
stream function, and the maximum Reynolds number was 200 with

*the plate at 45 degree angle-of-attack.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
‘

Analytical studies'of the flat-plate airfoil have ; 
added greatly to the fundamental understanding of the 
fluid flow about solid bodies. Because of the simplified 
geometry, many mathematical complications are avoided so 
that attention can be focused on the more important fea
tures of the flow. This is an important asset in the 
study of viscous boundary layers as well as the more 
classical inviscid flows.

The flow configuration of general interest 
involves a finite flat plate moving relative to an other
wise stationary fluid. This is the classical problem of 
the lifting plate, and keeping with earlier approaches, 
attention is directed to only the two-dimensional flow 
behavior. This implies-that the plate is infinite in 
extent in a direction perpendicular to its finite dimen
sion, and when viewed on end, the plate appears as a line 
in the plane of flow.

To completely specify the flow about the flat air
foil, one needs to solve the full set of transport equa
tions for the fluid. Following this, the dynamical

1



2
effects can be specified. These usually include the pres
sure distribution over the plate as well as the surface 
shearing forces. Since in general the flow evolves through 
some transient start-up regime, it is desirable to have a 
dynamical description of the flow as a function of time.

Due to the complex nature of the general flat- 
airfoil problem outlined above, the previous analytical 
approaches have used only approximate methods to predict 
the more important properties of the flow. These can be 
grouped into two categories: (a) those based on the ideal
ization that the fluid surrounding the plate is inviscid, 
and (b) those which treat only the viscous boundary layer 
adjacent to the plate. Because elements of the inviscid- 
flow theory play such a fundamental role in this study, it 
is important to discuss this classical work in some detail. 
This will be taken up first. Previous viscous-flow analy
ses will then be reviewed, following which.the objectives 
of this work will be presented.

1.1 Inviscid Flow 
■ In the study of the flow of an inviscid fluid past 

a flat-plate airfoil, it has been customary to replace the 
surface representing the flat plate by a distribution of 
bound vorticity. This terminology is standard and denotes 
the fact that the vorticity is "bound" to a permanent 
location, the location being that of the plate which it



replaces. In the context of inviscid-flow theory, this is 
the only vorticity distribution allowed in the flow field.

Associated with every vortex element of the bound 
vorticity is an "induced" velocity field. The precise rela
tionship between the vorticity and velocity is given by the 
Biot-Savart law or "law of induced velocities.” If y 
denotes the magnitude of the bound vorticity at some loca
tion x along the plate, then y dx represents the "vortex 
strength" of an element of the plate, dx. Referring to 
Fig. 1.1, the elemental velocity dV induced at any point P 
is given by the vector relationship

oLV(P) = -t ̂  eQ (1.1)
awhere the symbols are as defined in the figure, and e is

8
a unit vector pointing normal to the lever arm, r, and in 
the direction of rotation of y.

The interaction between the vorticity and the 
velocity is analogous to the interaction between a mag
netic field (analogous to the velocity) and an electric 
current (analogous to the vorticity).' In magnetic-field 
theory it is generally considered that a current induces 
a magnetic field, but it would also be possible to take 
the view that the magnetic field induces the current, the 
point being that when one phenomenon exists, the other 
phenomenon must also exist.
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P

dx

Fig. 1.1 Graphical Representation of the 
Velocity Induction Law
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5
Although the term "induced velocity” Is objection

able to some, it is quite graphic and will be retained in 
this work. There are instances, however, when it is conve
nient to assume that vorticity exists as a property of a 
velocity field. In this case one is given dV(P), and the 
value of y must be found from Equation (1.1).

In flat airfoil theory, the bound yorticity is 
defined in such a manner that the normal induced velocity 
relative to the plate surface is zero at every location 
on the plate. To find y. Equation (1.1) must first be 
integrated over the entire plate and the normal induced 
velocity at each point equated to zero. This results in an 
integral equation for y,. the solution of which contains a 
term which is non-unique to within an arbitrary constant,
K. Thus, the single boundary condition of zero relative 
normal velocity at the plate does not uniquely define the 
bound vorticity distribution. Consequently, the circula
tion, (integral of the bound vorticity over the plate 
length) is also arbitrary.

The several possible inviscid flows are illus
trated schematically in Pig. 1.2 for several choices of r .
The top streamline pattern is for the condition of zero 
circulation. The bottom corresponds to a value of r for 
which the flow leaves smoothly from the trailing edge.
This also results in a zero value for y at the trailing edge. 
The middle illustration is for an intermediate value of p.
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0a) r

b) 0 < r < critical

c ) F = r critical

Fig. 1.2 Inviscid Flow Past a Flat Plate
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In all three of the Instances shown, the boundary condition 
of zero normal velocity is satisfied, and, as can be seen 
from the figure, the flow fields are all different.

To eliminate the ambiguity for the flow condition, 
an artiface known as the Kutta-Condition is employed. 
Basically, the Kutta-Condition stems' from the hypothesis 
that the stable flow is one in which the fluid flowing over 
the upper surface of the plate joins smoothly at the trail
ing edge with the fluid flowing past the lower surface of 
the plate. That is, the two streams have equal velocities 
at the trailing edge. This is achieved for F = r critical, 
the value of whichxdepends on the angle of attack, etc.
The Kutta-Condition is completely intuitive, and is 
accepted only because the resulting flow pattern has been 
substantiated by experiment (Karamcheti, 1966, p. 396). 
Predicted pressure distributions are also in reasonable 
agreement with measured values at small angles of attack.

It is generally accepted that the Kutta-Condition 
is achieved through the action of the finite viscosity of 
the fluid at the plate surface. However, flow visualiza
tion studies have shown that the Kutta condition is reached 
only after a finite length of time following flow initia
tion from rest. At early times, the flow pattern is 
similar to that shown in Pig. 1.2 for F. = 0.

Since the development of circulation is caused by 
viscous effects, inviscid aerodynamics is unable to



account for the transformation from, the inltia-lly... zero cir 
culation (as shown in Fig.. 1.2a) to.the circulation 
required by the Kutta-Condition (as .shown .in Fig.- 1.2c) . 
Therefore, any analytical study of. this phenomenon must 
account for the effects of fluid yiscosity. as. well, as. the 
transient flow.development.

1.2 Previous Viscous-flow 
Investigations- - ---

Previous works on the viscous, flow..past-flat 
plates have, in general, been, limited, to. steady .state 
conditions at zero angle of attack. ... The, introduction of 
an angle of attack complicates the analysis because-the 
flow field is no longer symmetrical, and.the pressure dis
tribution in the fluid is unknown.

The early work of Blapius (Schlichting, -1968, p. 
125) is well.known and is applicable to the.steady,sym
metrical flow past flat plates at.high Reynolds .numbers. 
Based on the usual.boundary-layer approximations, -the 
Blasius results break down at low ".Reynolds .numbers. For 
flows with streamwise pressure gradients, .the boundary- 
layer profiles due to Hartree (Schlichting, -1968, .p. I50) 
can be applied. However, these are not applicable near 
regions of separated flows, due to .boundary-layer approxi
mations used in their derivation.

For low Reynolds number flows, on the order of 
four or less, Tomotika and Aoi (1953) analysed the



steady flow about a finite-chord flat plate using the Oseen 
approximation. The Oseen approximation linearizes the con
vective terms of the transport equation and provides a 
first approximation to low Reynolds number flows. Two 
cases were studied, These corresponded to the plate aligned 
parallel to, and perpendicular to, the main stream.
Janssen (1957) also performed a steady-state analysis of 
the flow past a finite flat plate at zero angle of attack. 
Based on the Oseen approximation, solutions were generated 
on an analog computer. Results were obtained for Reynolds 
numbers varying from 0.1 to 10. A steady state analysis 
valid for all values of Reynolds number was performed by 
Dennis and Dunwoody (1966). Again, the analysis presented 
is for a finite length plate at zero angle of attack.
The results presented by Dennis and Dunwoody at low 
Reynolds numbers are in agreement with the results of 
Tomotika and Aoi, and to a lesser extent, are in agreement 
with the work of Janssen. In the range of moderate 
Reynolds numbers, the experimental work of Janour (1951) 
supports the work of Dennis and Dunwoody. At high 
Reynolds numbers the solutions of Dennis and Dunwoody 
approach the classical Blasius solution.

Pao and Daugherty (1969) used a fully numerical 
approach for predicting the transient flow development 
around an impulsively accelerated flat plate at zero angle 
of attack. This prior study is the one most closely
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related to the present investigation. The boundary-layer . 
predictions were presented for Reynolds numbers of 4 and 
993• The steady state results of Pao and Daugherty at the 
lower Reynolds number are consistent with the results of 
Tomotika and Aoi, and Dennis and Dunwoody.

The experimental data on flat plate drag is lim
ited to the work of Janour (1951)• Janour has measured 
the drag on finite-chord flat plates for Reynolds numbers 
in the range of 10 to 2300. These data were obtained for. 
parallel (symmetrical) flow and steady state. This 
appears to be the only experimental effort documented in 
the literature. '

An impulsively accelerated elliptic airfoil at 
angles of attack of 0, 45, and 90 degrees was analysed 
for Reynolds numbers of .30, 50, and 200 by Lugt and 
HausSling (1970). Elliptic airfoils having thicknesses 
of .0.05 and 0.10 were used in this study. This is the 
only analysis of a non-symmetric flow past an impulsively 
accelerated airfoil that is known to the author.

The search of the literature has not located any 
treatments of the viscous flow past a flat airfoil at an 
angle of attack either analytical or experimental. 
Therefore, comparisons between the results of this effort 
and those of pre-existing work will be limited to the sym
metrical flow at zero angle of attack.
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1.3 Objectives
The objective of this work is to predict the 

unsteady, two-dimensional viscous flow of a constant prop
erty fluid over a finite length flat plate. ' The fluid is 
considered to be initially at rest, and at some instant in 
time the plate is impulsively accelerated to a constant 
velocity. In general, the plate velocity vector•is ori
ented at an angle of attack relative to the plate chord. 
For purposes of viewing the flow phenomena, however, it 
will be convenient to fix the point of reference to the ' 
plate chord. In this case the fluid appears to flow past 
the plate, with the undisturbed stream approaching the 
plate at some specified angle (see Fig. 1.2).

By non-dimensionalizing the variables, the flow 
problem is parameterized by the Reynolds number and angle 
of, attack. Detailed computations are to be carried out 
for the following cases:

1. Reynolds number of 4 and zero angle of 
attack,

2. Reynolds number of 4 and 30 degree angle of 
attack, and

3. Reynolds number of 400 and 30 degree angle of 
attack.

The low Reynolds numbers and large angle of attack were 
selected because neither the. boundary layer assumptions
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nor the small angle perturbation approximations are appli
cable for this combination of parameters.

A more fundamental objective of this effort is to 
further develop a new method of viscous flow analysis which 
has been proposed by Lighthi11 (Rosenhead, 1963)• Based 
entirely on vorticity concepts, this new approach departs 
substantially from those currently in use. This is dis
cussed further in the next section.. .

1.4 Discussion of the Problem 
In previous works concerned with two-dimensional 

viscous flow analysis, it has been customary to introduce 
the stream function. The form of the stream function is 
chosen such that it satisfies the continuity equation 
identically. One then eliminates the pressure gradient in 
the flow equations by application of the vector-curl oper
ator. : The result is a single.scalar equation involving 
the Laplacian of the stream function (also equal to the 
vorticity of the fluid). The resulting equations are then 
solved by numerical techniques, perturbation methods, etc.

The use of the stream function is limited in that 
it can only be defined for two-dimensional flows. Also, 
for non-symmetrical two-dimensional flows (such as a flat 
plate oriented at an angle of attack to the free stream), 
the application of the stream function technique loses
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most of its convenience because of the difficulty in 
defining, a priori, the location of 'the zero streamline 
(or any other streamline).

If, instead of using the stream function tech
nique/ the momentum equations are used directly to define 
the viscous.flow field, additional complications arise in 
that the pressure distribution in the fluid must be consid
ered. In addition to introducing a new variable into the 
problem, the inclusion of the pressure requires that calcu
lations be made over an extent of fluid larger than the 
viscous region near solid boundaries. That is, the calcu
lations must extend over the inviscid or potential flow 
region as well.

The present work uses an alternative method for 
treating viscous flows that circumvents the problems men
tioned above. The technique was originally outlined by 
Lighthi11 (Rosenhead, 1963, p. 57), and uses the basic 
vorticity transport equation. This is in accord with 
other analytical approaches, but the novelty of the method 
lies in the treatment of the boundary conditions for the 
vorticity transport equation. Adopting the same philosophy 
used in potential flow theory, the solid boundaries are 
replaced by a system of bound vortices, the induced veloc
ities for which satisfy the condition of zero normal 
velocity relative to the plate. The condition of zero tan
gential slip velocity is satisfied by a distribution of
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vorticity sources (vortex sheets) along the top and bottom 
surfaces of the solid boundary. This latter distribution 
is due to the viscous nature of the fluid and represents a 
new feature not found in inviscid flow analyses. There
fore, the boundary conditions on the vorticity transport 
equation involve vorticity quantities alone rather than the 
velocity, as is the case for methods using a stream func
tion. For convenience,. the method of analysis used in this 
study is called the .Vorticity Source Method.

The vortex sheet distributions mentioned above pro
duce "free" vorticity which is transported by convection 
and diffusion throughout the fluid. To complete the kin
ematic description of the flow, it is necessary to express 
the velocity of the'fluid in terms of the vorticity field. 
Since the vorticity is defined by means of a differential 
vector operation on .the velocity field, it can then be 
expected that the velocity is defined by means of an inte
gral operation on the vorticity field. This operational 
relationship is well known and is expressed by the Biot- 
Savart Law. This was discussed earlier.

An advantage of the Vorticity Source Method is 
that the evaluation of the velocity at a point in the 
fluid by means of the Biot-Savart Law requires only an 
integration over the region of non-zero vorticity. Also, 
the convective term in the vorticity transport equation 
need be calculated only in the viscous region near solid
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surfaces. Nevertheless, the use of the Blot-Savart haw 
does require a considerable numerical effort. However, 
this is expected to be less, than that required in conven
tional analyses based on the stream function, even for two- 
dimensional flows.

. The use of the approach outlined by Lighthill 
(Rosenhead, 1963) has been rather limited in the past.
This lack of application is possibly due to the dearth of 
procedural detail contained in the original Lighthill 
presentation. The first use of a variation of the 
Vorticity Source Method was made by Payne (1958), in which 
the transient viscous flow-past a circular cylinder was cal
culated. More recently, Paolino (1972) and Kinney and 
Paolino (1974) have used the Vorticity Source Method to 
predict the transient flow behavior in the vicinity of the 
leading edge of a semi-infinite flat plate. These prior 
works were concerned with symmetric flow fields, and their 
direct application is, therefore, limited. The present 
work increases the scope of solvable viscous flow problems, 
and, it is hoped, serves as a basis for the-development of 
additional techniques to be used in the solution of even 
more complex problems.



CHAPTER 2

THEORY

In order to illustrate the application of the 
Vbrticity Source Method, the theory developed in this 
chapter is specifically for the problem of unsteady, two- 
dimensional, viscous flow past a lifting plate. To this 
end, the physical considerations that complicate the equa
tions and solution are also kept to a minimum. Therefore, 
the procedure outlined is limited to constant density, 
constant viscosity fluids, and the use of an inertial 
coordinate system. However, in an effort to. increase the 
scope of this section, fundamental theorems and equations 
will be stated for three-dimensional flows as well as the 
more restrictive two-dimensional flow.

The procedure to be outlined is developed from the 
standpoint of vorticity generation and transport. This is 
essentially the method outlined by Lighthi11 (Rosenhead, 
1963). A modification of this procedure was used by Payne 
(1958) to describe the flow of a viscous fluid around a 
cylinder, and by Paolino (1972), and Kinney and Paolino 
(1974), to describe the flow field in the vicinity of the 
leading edge of a semi-infinite flat plate.
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The development of the theory begins with the 

classical constant viscosity Navier-Stokes equations and 
the vorticity transport equation which can be derived from 
the Navier-Stokes equations. The equations relating the 
velocity field to the vorticity are extracted from the 
theories of fluid mechanics.

• An effort is made to treat in detail the develop
ment 'of the equations describing the bound vorticity of the 
plate in terms of the boundary conditions and the vor
ticity field. It is felt that this topic is of particular 
importance in describing the viscous flow over the lifting 
plate, or plate at angle of attack. Finally, the vortex 
sheet is described and related to the production of free 
vorticity at the plate surface under consideration.

Mention should be made here of an inconsistency in 
the notation of this effort. In this chapter, the symbols 
represent physical quantities and, therefore, have dimen
sions associated with the symbols. In later chapters, the 
physical quantities are non-dimensionalized, and the same 
symbols are used. In an effort to reduce the ambiguity 
of the notation, this is the only chapter in which unsuper
scripted symbols will have dimensions associated with them. 
In subsequent chapters, all symbols having dimensions will 
be superscripted with a star.
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2.1 Equation of Motion 
For a constant viscosity fluid, the Navier-Stokes 

equation in vector notation for an inertial coordinate 
system is

p || + p(V*V)V = F - Vp + V(V-V) + (2.1)

where p. is the dynamic viscosity. If the additional 
restriction of constant density is imposed on the fluid, 
the continuity equation in vector notation is

V'V = 0 (2.2)

This additional restriction on the density of the fluid 
reduces the form of the Navier-Stokes equation to

H  + (V-V)V = J  (F-Vp) + vV2V (2.3)

where v is the kinematic viscosity.
If the vorticity of the fluid is defined as the 

curl of the velocity, it is possible to express the Navier-
Stokes equation in terms of the fluid vorticity by taking
the curl of Equation (2.3). The resulting vorticity 
transport equation is

+,(V-V)w - (m-V)V = vV2w (2.4)

where w" is the vorticity vector. Equation (2.4) assumes
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the additional restriction that the body forces, F, are 
conservative.

The first term of Equation (2.4) physically repre
sents the time rate of change of vorticity at a point in 
space, the second term represents the rate of change of 
vorticity due to convection, the third term represents the 
rate of change of vorticity due to the rigid rotation of 
the fluid and the stretching of the vortex lines, and the 
fourth term (right-hand side) represents the rate of change 
of vorticity due to diffusion.

In applying the vorticity transport equation to 
plane two-dimensional flow. Equation (2.4) is further 
simplified to

If + (V-V)w = vV2w (2.5)

This simplification results from the orthogonality of the 
vorticity vector to the del operator in plane two- 
dimensional flow, that is, uu*V is identically equal to 
zero. Equation (2.5) is the equation of motion that is 
applicable to the problem addressed in this work, and is 
hereafter referred to as the vorticity equation.

2.2 Velocity Field 
As can be seen from Equation (2.5), the convective 

term in the vorticity equation contains the velocity. It
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is therefore necessary to determine the velocity as a func
tion of the vorticity distribution.

A theorem of vector analysis states that if the 
divergence and curl of a vector field are specified and 
the normal components are specified at the boundaries of 
the vector field, the vector field itself is uniquely 
determined (Wills, 1931* p. 105). It is on the basis of 
this theorem that the velocity of the fluid is related to 
the vorticity distribution of the fluid.

In general, the velocity at a point can be consid
ered to consist of three parts: 1) a velocity having zero
divergence and zero curl, 2) a velocity having zero curl 
but non-zero divergence, and 3) a velocity having zero 
divergence but non-zero curl (Coburn, 1955* p. 262; 
Batchelor, 19^7* p. 84). Thus, the velocity can be 
expressed as

v = v0 + Ve + Vr (2.6)

where V0 has zero divergence and zero curl, has non
zero divergence and zero curl, and has zero divergence 
and non-zero curl. This is equivalent to stating that a 
vector can be considered to be composed of an irrotational 
part and a solenoidal part, the term V0 being included in 
Equation (2.6) for convenience.
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The irrotational part of the velocity, V , Is due 

to the divergence of the velocity field and can be 
expressed as (Milne-Thomson, 1968, p. 569)

Ve(r,t) = ^  | (2.7)e ^  Vol | s | ̂

where r is the position vector of the point at which the 
velocity is to be evaluated, r 1 is the position vector to 
the elemental volume, dy, and s is the scalar distance 
between the points represented by r and r 1. The volume 
over which Equation (2.7) must be integrated is the volume 
of fluid having non-zero divergence. Equation (2.7) is 
incomplete in that there is missing a constant of integra
tion, this constant of integration can be considered to be 
included in the solution of VQ with no loss of generality. 
For incompressible flow fields, the divergence of the 
velocity is identically equal to zero. Therefore, Ve is 
equal to zero for all incompressible flows.

The solenoidal part of the velocity, V , can be 
expressed as (Batchelor, 1967, p. 87)

Vr (7,t) = 4 ;  ..C?'-■*•.), Xj?lr'„,tJdT, (2.8)
1 n Vol | s|3

where r, r 1, s, and t are as defined for Equation (2.7).
The volume over which the integral of Equation (2.8) must



be carried out is the volume of the fluid having non-zero 
vorticity. Equation (2.8) is known as the Biot-Savart Law.

be made for application to plane two dimensional flow.
Since the vorticity in plane two dimensional flow does not 
change in the direction normal to the plane of flow (z 
direction), it is possible to integrate Equation (2.8) with 
respect to z. The limits of integration with respect to z 
are + co. The two dimensional form of Equation (2.8) is

where da is the elemental area, and the integration of 
Equation (2.9) is to be carried out over the area repre
senting the fluid having non-zero vorticity.

Since VQ is both irrotational and solenoidal, it 
is a potential velocity. A technique used in potential 
flow theory to define the flow past a flat plate is the 
substitution of a distribution of bound vorticity for the 
plate surface. [The introduction of a bound vorticity to 
replace the plate surface does not affect the velocity V̂, 
defined above since the integration of Equation (2.9) is 
only carried out over the region of the fluid, excluding 
the region of the plate.] The expression for the veloc
ity, V , that results from the substitution of a bound

An additional simplification of Equation (2.8) can

(r'-r)xw(r',t) da (2.9)area
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vorticity distribution for the plate is (Milne-Thomson,
1958, p. 79)

V0(F,t) = Vro + ̂  / (r'-r)xY(|',t)dg (2 .10)
area |s|u

where da represents the elemental area of the bound vor
ticity, y is the bound vorticity vector, is the far 
field fluid velocity, and the remaining terms are as defined 
before. The area over which the integral of Equation (2.10) 
is evaluated is the area of the bound vorticity which 
replaces the plate. For application to two-dimensional 
flow. Equation (2.10) can be simplified, as was done for 
Equation (2.8), by integrating with respect to z. The 
plane two-dimensional form of Equation (2.10) becomes

V0 (r,t) - v„ ♦ £  (2.11,
C/2 IS|

By substituting Equations (2.9) and (2.11) into 
Equation (2.6), it can be seen that the velocity satisfies 
the free stream boundary condition. This can be verified 
as follows. The free vorticity of the fluid is concentrated 
in the vicinity of the plate, and, also, the bound vor
ticity is restricted to the plate location. Thus, for dis
tances far removed from the plate, the values of the inte
grands in Equations (2.9) and (2.11) are very small because 
the magnitude of s is very large. Therefore, the
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velocity at large distances from the plate approaches 
which is the free stream boundary condition.

In summary, if the vorticity distribution in the 
fluid and the bound vorticity distribution of the plate 
can be determined, the velocity distribution of the fluid 
can be specified. Also, the velocity as expres-sed by 
Equations (2.6), (2.9), and (2.11) satisfy the far field 
or free stream boundary condition.

2.3 Bound Vorticity 
As defined above, the velocity of the fluid auto

matically satisfies the free stream boundary condition.
That is, as the distance from the plate approaches 
infinity, the velocity of the fluid approaches V . How
ever, the boundary condition on the fluid velocity at the 
plate surface is as yet not specified. Since the theorem 
originally used to justify the unique determination of the 
velocity field requires that.the normal velocity at all 
boundaries be specified, it is necessary that the bound 
vorticity of the plate be defined in such a manner that 
the relative normal velocity of the fluid at the plate sur
face be zero. Satisfaction of the zero-slip condition on 
the tangential velocity component is handled by vortex 
sheet distributions. This is discussed in section 2.5•

Figure- 2.1 defines the coordinate system and vari
ables used in the development of the expression for the



Fig. 2.1 Bound Vorticity Parameters
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bound vorticity. The origin of the coordinate system is 
located at the mid-point of the plate. The abscissa is 
measured parallel to the plate surface and the ordinate is 
measured normal to the plate surface.

Since the flow considered is incompressible, Ve is 
zero, and the only contributions to the velocity are Vr and 
V . Also, the restriction on the fluid velocity at the 
plate boundary is that the normal velocity (y component of 
velocity) be zero. The y component of the velocity 
evaluated at the plate surface (y=0) is, from Equation (2.9)

vr(x,0,t) = - f  f  (2 .12)-oo -oo (x’-x) + (yf-y)

and the y component of the velocity VQ evaluated at the 
plate surface is, from Equation (2.11)

1 c/2
vo(x,0,t) = sin a - ^  f Y X ^ ^ ^ d x 1 (2.13)

Applying the zero normal velocity boundary condition, the 
following relationship is obtained

(2.14)
Equation (2.14) is only valid for values of x ’ and x 

between + c/2. Therefore, it is possible to replace x ’ and 
x with the following variables
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x* = ■§■ cos cp

X = ^ COS 0

then Equation (2.14) can be rearranged and written as

ih /  dv = V Sin a + vjcos e) (2.15)O ^

where, for convenience, the implicit dependence on time is 
not retained in the notation.

Investigation of Equation (2.12) reveals that vr is 
an even function in 8; therefore, it is possible to expand 
v^ as a Fourier Series containing only the cosine terms.
Thus

B  CD
vr(9) = —  + E Bn cos(ne) (2 .16)

n=l
where the constants Bn are evaluated from the following 
relation

Bn = f .f vr (e) cos(ne) ae (2.17)

vr is a computed quantity which represents the normal veloc
ity [see Equation (2.12)].

Substituting Equation (2.16) into Equation (2.15), 
the integral equation for the bound vorticity becomes

5F".f c o s ^ -c o s ^ 'e  dtp -  V, s in  a + - ^  + E Bn c o s  ( n 0 ) ( 2 . 1 8 )
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The solution to Equation (2.18) is developed in many aero
dynamic texts (see Karamcheti, 1966, Chapter 17). It can 
be obtained by considering y to be composed of three parts. 
The first part of y, denoted as y , is the solution of y 
that results in the constant of Equation (2.18) (i.e., lead
ing terms outside the summation sign). The second part of 
y, denoted as y^, is the solution that results in the 
cosine series of Equation (2.18). The third part of y, 
denoted as y , is the homogeneous solution of Equation 
(2.18). The three integral equations for which solutions 
are desired are

1 o71" Yo (cp) sin cp B
A  r (cos cp - cos 9 )^  = Vm s i n  a + (2 .1 9 )

-i 7T y-u.(cp) s i n  cp 00
S T  r (cos cp - COS 9 )^  = B n  cos (n 0 ) (2 '2 0 )

i tt yr,(cp) sin cp 
A  J Ceos CP - cos -e yd”  = 0 (2 .2 1 )

The solution of Equation (2.20) is the conjugate 
Fourier Series (Karamcheti, 1966, p. 621). That is

Yb (e) = - 2 S B n  s i n  (ne) (2 .2 2 )
n=l

The other two solutions are obtained from the relationship 
(Karamcheti, 1966, p. 510)
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1 p77 cos (mco)____
77 ^ (COS cp - COS 0) (2.23)

By means of Equation (2.23) (for m = 1), the solution to 
Equation (2.19) is

And the solution to the homogeneous equation is (for m = 0)

sin 0 (2.25

where K is an arbitrary constant.
The bound vorticity of the plate is the sum of the 

three components of the bound vorticity defined in Equa
tions (2.22), (2.24), and (2.25). The bound vorticity of 
the plate is

where the constants Bn are evaluated by means of Equation 
(2.17), and K is a constant not as yet defined.

from the Kutta condition. The hypothesis is made that y is 
zero at the trailing edge of the plate (e =0). This 
requires that the term in brackets vanishes at that

(2.24)

y (6) = [(2 V sin a + B0) cos 6 + K] -
00

2 £ B sin (ne)
n=l n

(2.26)

In inviscid flat-airfoil theory, K is determined



location. Since Bq = = ... = 0  for inviscid flows, one
obtains the result that K = - 2 V sin a •

condition cannot be applied. Therefore, a more powerful and 
more general criterion must be imposed in order to make 
Equation (2.26) unique. The development of this constitutes 
an original part of this work and is presented in the next 
section.

Batchelor (1967, p. 269) relates the circulation of the 
plate to the vorticity flux at the plate surface by the 
equation

where the surface referred to is the surface of the fluid in 
contact with the plate. For two-dimensional flow and the 
coordinate system used here. Equation (2.28) can be rewrit
ten as

In unsteady viscous aerodynamics, however, the Kutta

2.4 System Circulation 
The circulation of the plate r is defined by the

integral

(2.27)

+ v ^ (vxcu) * dx — 0 (2.28)surface

(2 .2 9 )



Equation (2.29) states that the time rate of change of cir
culation is opposite in sign and equal in magnitude to the 
rate at which vorticity is diffused into the fluid from the 
surface of the plate. This is essentially a statement of 
the conservation of vorticity.

Equation (2.29) can be integrated with respect to 
time from the instant of impulsive motion of the plate 
(t =0) to any later time t. The result is

t %
r = r (- V I If dx}dt' = 0 (2.30)o surface y

where t 1 is a dummy variable of integration and the condi
tion that r = 0 at t = 0 has been imposed. It remains to. 
evaluate the left-hand side of Equation (2.30). Substi
tuting the expression for y from Equation (2.26) into Equa
tion (2.27), and following the change of variable x = c/2 
cos 0 f one obtains after integration

r = (k-b1) (2.31)
Recall that r is also equal to the time-integral given by 
Equation (2.30). Denoting this integral by Q, one obtains 
for the constant K from Equation (2.31)
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Thus, K is uniquely defined in terms of q and 

Recalling the definition of fi [right-hand side of Equation
(2.30)] and [Equation (2.17)], it can he seen further
that K only depends on the distribution of free vorticity 
in the fluid (through v )■ and the flow of free vorticity 
from the plate surface into the fluid. This latter quan
tity must therefore be determined before K, and thus y can 
be calculated. The surface flow of free vorticity is very 
important in another regard as well. It must be so dis
tributed that the tangential velocity component of the 
fluid at the plate is everywhere zero. The enforcement of 
this very important criterion is taken up in the next 
section. .

2.5 Vortex Sheet
The velocity field defined in the previous section 

is unique. Also, the velocity approaches the free-stream 
value far from the plate in addition to satisfying the 
requirement of zero relative normal velocity at the plate 
surface. However, the velocity need not in general satisfy 
the condition of zero tangential velocity at the plate sur- 
face. As pointed out by Lighthill (Rosenhead, 1963), when 
this occurs a vortex sheet must be interposed between the 
fluid and the plate surface, thereby reducing the "apparent" 
tangential slip velocity to zero. In addition to this • 
function, the vortex sheet also gives rise to the
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production of free vorticity at the plate surface. This is 
needed as a boundary condition on the vorticity transport 
equation as well as in the determination of y (through n) 
as noted in the previous section.

Consider now the general case in which the tangen
tial velocity at the plate surface is other than zero. To 
illustrate how this discontinuity comes about, one examines 
the flow field immediately following the impulsive acceler
ation of the plate (t =0). There has been no time for 
free vorticity to diffuse into the fluid, and is zero 
because, initially, the vorticity of the fluid is zero.
Thus, the expression for the x-component of velocity adja
cent to the plate surface is

u(x,0,0+) = V, cos a - dx' (2.33)
 ̂ -c/2 (x'-x) + y

Taking the limit expressed in Equation (2.33), the result 
for the tangential velocity at the plate surface is (see 
Karamcheti, 1966, Chap. 17)

u(e,0,0+) = cos a + sin a cot 0 (2.34)

which is the expression obtained for inviscid flow over a 
flat plate with the circulation initially set equal to 
zero. The positive sign in Equation (2.34) corresponds to 
the lower surface of the plate and the negative sign cor
responds to the upper surface of the plate. Equation (2.34)
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gives the tangential fluid velocity at the plate imme
diately after the plate has been accelerated. Since, in. 
general, this tangential velocity is non-zero, an 
"apparent" violation of the no-slip boundary condition has 
occurred.

To resolve this "apparent" difficulty, consider 
the situation represented by Pig. 2%2 which shows the 
velocity of the fluid in the vicinity of the plate surface. 
The tangential "slip" velocity is denoted by u, the dis
tance from the plate surface is referred to as e, and in 
this discussion Ax represents the section of the plate 
under consideration. Immediately at the plate surface, 
the no-slip condition is imposed. The "apparent slip" 
velocity occurs at an infinitesimal distance e above the 
plate. The circulation of the element of fluid bounded by 
the dimensions e and Ax is approximately

circulation = - uAx (2.35)

where the circulation is taken-in a counter-clockwise 
direction. Now, Stoke1s theorem relates the circulation to 
the vorticity in the element. For vanishingly small e, one 
obtains

e ’ Ax " w = - uAx (2.36)
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where w is the value of the vorticity in the fluid ele
ment .

tinuity) is e. As this thickness approaches zero, the 
intensive vorticity within the vortex sheet approaches 
infinity. In this manner, the vortex sheet strength, 
e • u), remains finite. Denoting the sheet strength by £, 
one obtains

where the plus and minus superscripts refer to the upper 
and lower surfaces, respectively. The point here is that 
the vortex sheet strength at any location on the plate sur
face is equal to the "apparent" slip velocity.

Suppose now that sufficient time has elapsed for 
the fluid to be permeated with free vorticity. The x- 
component of the fluid velocity at the plate surface is, 
from Equations (2.9) and (2.11)

The thickness of the vortex sheet (velocity discon-

£+(x,0+) = - u(x,0+,0+) (2.37)

G (x,0+) = u(x,0“,0+) (2.38)

,C0 y 1 w(x! ,y',t) dx'dy 
co (x'-x)2 + y'2

(2.39)
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As before, this result specifies the vortex sheet strength. 
Investigation of Equation (2.39) reveals that the first two 
terms are independent of y. Therefore, any difference in 
velocity between the upper and lower surfaces of the plate 
is due to the third term on the right-hand side of Equation 
(2.39)' This represents the contribution of the bound 
vorticity to the velocity. For convenience, a new veloc
ity is defined by

V-.y.t, - - ^  |c/2 (..«>

It is seen that u^(x,y) is odd in y; that is, u^(x,-y) =
- u^(x,y). Since one wants u (x,0,t), this is found by 
considering the circulation around an element of the plate 
(Milne-Thomson, 1958, p. 139)• The circulation is simply 
Y•Ax. Equating this to the circulation computed from the 
fluid velocity, and applying the fact that u^ is odd in y, 
the following relationship is obtained

»+\ rw. /- ^ +

or

and

y(x) = UY(x,0") - UY(x,0 ) = - 2uy(x,0 )

UY(X >0+) = - § y (x) (2.41)

Uy(x,0") = -| y (x) (2.42)
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Thus, in the general case, the vortex sheet strength is

C+(x,t) = - V, cos a - ur(x,0,t) y(x,t) (2.43)

C~(x,t) = Va cos a + ur(x,0,t) + y(x,t) (2.44)
where

Ur(x,0,t) = ^  ff ^ ix_%y.'^)dx'dyl (2.45)
r ^  (x'-x)d + y '2

and y(x,t) is given by Equation (2.26) with the time, t, 
implicitly contained in the quantities BQ, Bn, and K. 
Equations (2.43) and (2.44) apply only for values of x 
between the leading and trailing edges of the plate.

This has been a lengthy development up to this 
point, but it is not complete until the production of free 
vorticity at the plate surface is specified. The vorticity 
production can be related to q in the following manner.

Free vorticity enters the fluid from the plate 
surface by diffusion only. In analogy with heat and mass 
diffusion, the flux of vorticity evaluated at the plate is 
given by

vorticity flux = - v | (2.46)
y y=o

Lighthill (Rosenhead, 1963) has pointed out that the 
vortex sheet strength at any location along the plate is 
related to the surface flux of free vorticity away from the
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plate. Although his development is too lengthy to ade
quately summarize here, the result can be simply stated.

Suppose the vortex sheet strength is calculated to * 
be Q(x,t) at any time t. Then during the subsequent time 
increment. At, the amount of new free vorticity entering 
the fluid is given by

t+At
r  (" V # 1  = C-(x,t) (2.47)

This important result states that the creation of new free 
vorticity during the time interval from t to t+At is gov
erned by the vortex sheet strength at the time t. Since 

(x,0+) is known initially (at t = 0) from Equations 
(2.34), (2.37), and (2 .38), the vorticity flow into the 
fluid during the first time integration of the problem is 
given by Equation (2.47) for t = 0+. This allows the cal
culations to be initiated.

Because the theoretical development has been very 
detailed so far, it has been difficult to tie together all 
the aspects of the analysis and to show the interrelation
ships between the various results. However, this can best 
be done now by outlining the manner in which the calcula
tions would proceed on a computing machine. The next 
section is devoted to this topic.
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2.6 Computational Procedure
In the use of a computer to obtain vorticity and 

velocity distributions, it is necessary to first.approxi
mate the differential equations and integral equations 
appearing in this chapter. These are in the form of finite 
difference and numerical quadrature equations. To illus
trate the procedure used in applying the theory/ a typical 
calculation cycle will be described. The specific numeri
cal details will be discussed separately in Chapter 3.

The vorticity distribution at. time t+At is obtained 
by means of the vorticity equation [Equation (2.5)]- All 
the flow variables at time t are considered known. The 
vorticity is zero at large distances from the plate, and 
the amount of new free vorticity, which enters the fluid 
from the plate surface during the time: increment At, is 
determined from the vortex sheet strength at time t by 
means of Equation (2.47)• This is the essential boundary 
condition needed to begin the solution of Equation (2.5)•
, ' One difficulty in evaluating the vorticity is that
the velocity at t+At is contained in the coefficients of 
the vorticity equation. This means that the new vorticity 
distribution is a function of the velocity at time t+At, 
which is not known. Therefore, an estimate of the veloc
ity at time t+At is made in order to determine the
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vorticity at time t+At. For this, the velocities at time t 
are used.

Having obtained a first estimate of the free vor
ticity distribution in the fluid at t+At, the next step is 
to define the bound vorticity associated with the plate.
The normal velocity at the plate surface induced by the 
free vorticity of the fluid is computed by means of Equa
tion (2 .12), and from this velocity distribution it is pos
sible to evaluate the Fourier coefficients (B ) by means of 
Equation (2 .-17). To evaluate the bound vorticity by means 
of Equation (2.26), it .is necessary to first evaluate the 
quantity K. This is a function of the circulation (r or fi) 
and the Fourier coefficient as shown in Equation (2.32).. 
The system circulation Q •is computed by means of Equation
(2.30). Using the relationship expressed in Equation (2.47)j 
the computation of the circulation at time t+At involves a 
simple sum of vortex sheet strengths up through the time t. 
This must, of course, be integrated over the plate surface 
in accordance with Equation (2.30). This completes the 
solution for y.

The free vorticity distribution in the fluid and 
the bound vorticity associated with the plate surface can 
now be used to obtain a better estimate of the fluid veloc
ity field by means of Equations (2.6), (2.9), and (2.11).
It is at this point that a comparison must be made between 
the estimated velocity used in the solution of the
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vorticity equation and the velocity just computed from that 
vorticity distribution. If the comparison of the two 
velocity distributions reveals unacceptable differences, a 
new estimate of the velocity at time t+At is made, and the 
above procedure repeated (with the exception of a new deter
mination of the vortex sheet strengths) to obtain new vor
ticity and velocity distributions at time t+At. After 
obtaining an acceptable solution for the vorticity and 
velocity fields, the calculation cycle is complete.

This then completes the calculation of the fluid 
field at time t+At, and the above procedure is repeated 
for the next time interval. Given the above data, it is 
then possible to compute the design parameters as outlined 
in the next section. •

2.7 Design Parameters
For convenience, the "drag" and "lift" forces are 

defined differently from those found in classical aero
dynamics. The drag force is taken in a direction parallel 
to the plate surface, and the lift force is taken in a 
direction normal to the plate surface. Using these defini
tions, the drag force is due entirely to the viscous forces, 
and the lift then is due entirely to the pressure differen
tial between the bottom and top surfaces of the plate. It 
is possible to relate the "lift" and "drag" presented 
herein to the conventional lift and drag by resolving the
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former vectors along directions perpendicular and parallel 
to the apparent main stream.

The shear stress at the plate surface is

T ° =  u  (2,48)

where \i is the dynamic viscosity. For the upper and lower 
surfaces of the plate

t (x ,o + ) = u (2.49)
y y=o

and
f(x,0 ) = - jj, _ (2 -50)

J y=o

where the shear stress is taken to be positive in the posi
tive x-direction. -The total drag force on the plate is

c/2 4.DRAG = f [t(x,0 ) + t(x,0 )] dx (2.51)
-c/2

Alternatively, from the definition of the vorticity at. the 
plate surface

(2.52)
it is possible to relate the surface shear stress to the 
value of the vorticity at the plate surface. Thus,

t (x , 0 + ) =  - p (2.53)
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r(x,0") = u uo' (2.54)

The resulting total drag on the plate becomes
c/2 _ +DRAG = p f ^  [(ju0 - tJU0] dx (2.55)

Therefore, it is possible to evaluate the drag forces on 
the plate from either the slope of the x-component of the 
velocity at the surface, or from the value of the vorticity 
at the plate surface. At present, it is believed that the 
former method yields the more reliable predictions.

Since the lift is due to the pressure differential 
between the top and bottom surfaces of the plate, it is 
necessary to determine the pressure on the plate as a func
tion of position. This is done using the momentum prin
ciple .

The x-component of the Navier-Stokes equation 
[Equation (2.1)] neglecting body forces is

p | r  + p u ^  + pv l^ = " l f  + ^ ^ 4 ?  + (2 -5 6 )

At the plate surface, the velocity components, u and v, are 
zero, and Equation (2.56) reduces to

i ^ i O y„0 <2'57)
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From the definition of the vorticity at the plate surface 
[Equation (2.52)], it is possible to relate the pressure 
gradient along the plate to the vorticity gradient. That 
is

p lf)y=o = - v !yV=o (2-58)

In the evaluation of the lift, the quantity of interest is 
the pressure difference between the lower surface of the 
plate and the upper surface of the plate, Ap. Therefore

i H  (Ap) = "" v [Sf)y=o ' lf)y=o+] (2-59)

and it is seen that the pressure difference across the
plate is a function of the flux of vorticity at the plate 
surface. Since the vorticity flux at the plate surface is 
related to the vortex sheet strength, it follows that the 
pressure difference is also dependent on the vortex sheet 
strength.

Assuming that the integration of Equation (2.47) 
can be approximated by

t , At
t+At , x T + 2

•t s T f r U " ' A t  ( 2 ' 6 0 )

and noting that the partial derivative in Equation (2.60) is 
with respect to the absolute value of y, the expression for 
the pressure difference becomes
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t+ —
"p (Ap) 2 ^ ~ Tvt ^  ^ C+(t)I (2.6l)

where Equation (2.47) has been used in order to introduce 
the vortex sheet strength. Substituting further Equations 
(2.43) and (2.44) for the vortex sheet strength, one 
obtains

t+ —
p ^ c ( Ap) 2 = - A  Y(t) (2 .62)

Note that there is a difference in the times at which the 
two variables are evaluated. The pressure difference is at 
time t+ and the bound vorticity is at time t.

Assuming the pressure difference, Ap, between the 
upper and lower surfaces of the plate is zero at the lead
ing edge, one can integrate Equation (2.6l) to yield

-i t+ 1 x
- A P M  = “ At T Y(x',t) dxf (2.63)” -c/2

Substituting Equation (2.26) for y and letting x ’ = cos 0 
the pressure difference becomes

j  AP(e) = A -  /  ( h h - t  [(2v» sin a + Bo) cos e' + 1  n
00

4- B^] - 2 E Bn sin (ne ’ )] sin 0 ’ d01 (2.64)
n=l
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The integration can now be performed to yield

j Ap(e) = 2 H  ((2Vm sin a + B0) sin e + ̂  (e-Tr) + §

sin 20 - cos 0 i' — p  sin (n0)
n=2 (n2-l)

+ sin 0 E — p  cos (no)]n=2 (n -1)
oo 2n Bn

(2.65)

where the superscripts denoting the time at which the vari
ables are evaluated have been deleted for convenience of 
notation.

normal to the plate surface) the pressure difference is 
integrated over the length of the plate. Thus

It should be noted that in inviscid flow theory the lift is 
dependent only on the circulation (equal to o), while 
Equation (2.66) shows that for viscous flow the lift is 
also dependent on the distribution of the free vorticity in 
the fluid. This dependence on the fluid vorticity is indi
cated by the constants BQ and Bp, which are implicitly 
dependent on the fluid vorticity.

To obtain the lift on the plate (pressure force

c/2
LIFT = f Ap(x')dx 

-c/2

+ Bo “ B2  ̂ 5 (2.66)
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Another quantity of interest is the moment produced 

on the plate. The only force capable of producing a moment 
is the pressure force, since the viscous force acts along 
the plate. The moment about the origin is

c/2
MOM = P Ap(x)xdx (2.67)

-c/2

Making the usual substitutions for p and x and integrating, 
the moment becomes

M0M = i'6'At f(^i — zp) Tf *" (2.68)

The center of pressure is then

C = MOM/LIFT (2.69)

The relatively simple expressions for the lift and 
moment are a fortunate consequence of the orthogonality of 
trigonometric functions over the interval 0 to tt.



CHAPTER 3

NUMERICAL METHODS

The mathematical problem outlined in Chapter 2 was 
solved by means of numerical procedures. To maximize the 
utility of the solutions presented, all variables have 
been non-dimensionalized and the non-dimensional quanti
ties are defined in the first part of this chapter. In 
the instances where dimensional quantities are used in 
this chapter, they are denoted by means of a superscripted 
star.

The numerical procedures are presented in the same 
order in which the computations were performed. In obtain
ing the solutions to the impulsively accelerated plate, 
solutions for the vorticity, velocity, etc., are obtained 
sequentially for discrete time steps. An implicit tech
nique is used to define the vorticity for each time step.
A disadvantage of this technique is that the velocity at 
the end of the time step must be specified. This quantity 
is dependent on the vorticity at the end of the time step. 
In other words, the velocity and vorticity fields are 
coupled. To overcome this difficulty, an iterative proce
dure was used.

49
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The first procedure considered is the solution of 

the vorticity transport equation. This solution requires 
as input the vortex sheet strength at the plate surface, 
the velocity, and the vorticity as obtained at the previous 
time. For.the first time integration, the fluid (free) 
vorticity is zero and the initial velocity field is com
puted from inviscid flow theory for zero circulation 
around the plate. After the vorticity distribution has been 
defined in the fluid at some time, the bound vorticity asso
ciated with the plate is computed. Next, the velocity 
field of the fluid is computed using the Biot-Savart Law, 
and at this time a comparison is made with the velocity pre
viously assumed to exist at this time, if the difference in 
the two velocities is too large, the computation is reini
tiated using the new values of the velocity.

Having obtained an acceptable value to the veloc
ity, the solution is essentially complete for one time step. 
The vortex sheet strength is then computed because it is an 
input to the solution for the next time step. The drag, 
lift, and moment are computed from the data provided in the 
velocity and vorticity solutions.

3.1 Dimensionless Variables
In this section and all subsequent sections, the’ 

dimensioned variables will be denoted with a superscripted 
star (*). The variables are first non-dimensionalized by



the use of a characteristic length and. a characteristic 
velocity. The characteristic length used is the length of 
the airfoil (c), and the characteristic velocity used is 
the far field speed of the fluid, V (the magnitude of the 
fluid velocity at a distance such that the plate does not 
influence the velocity). If the viewpoint is taken that 
the plate is moving through a stationary fluid, then the
characteristic speed is the speed of the plate. The quan
tity used for the non-dimensiona11zation of fopces is the 
dynamic pressure head, 1/2 pV^. Using these quantities, 
the dimensionless variables become

x - x*/c

y = y*/c

t = t* (T/c)

u = u*/V 00

V  =  V * / V  00

r = -V-'-'C'.Vy ‘

C = c V v ,

P = pV ( |  pvf)
The x-coordinate is in the direction parallel 

the plate, the y-coordinate is in the direction

(3-1)

to



perpendicular to the plate, u is the component of the veloc
ity in the x-direction, and v is the component of the veloc
ity in the y-direction. Since in two-dimensional flow there 
is only one component of vorticity (in the direction normal 
to the plane of flow), the vorticity is represented by the 
scalar w.

3.2 Finite Difference Equation 
The vorticity transport equation [Squation (2.5)I.* 

in terms of the dimensionless variables, is

; i l >  u || y v  - 1 - ( | |  + §f|) (3.2)

It is possible to formulate a finite-difference equation 
directly from Equation (3.2). However, because of the man
ner in which the convection terms are treated, it is more 
convenient to derive the finite difference equation from a 
consideration of a control volume surrounding each node. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical node arrangement used for 
the finite difference formulation.

The node is so constructed that the coordinates 
representing the position of the node are centered in the
control volume. That is, x^ + 1/2 Ax^ is the abscissa of
the right-hand surface of the control volume, and x. - - •L
1/2 Ax^ is the abscissa of the left-hand surface of the 
control volume. The same is true for the ordinates of the
control volume. The node arrangement allows for
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i,J+l

i,d
r

*1+1.j AYj

Fig. 3.1 Typical Node Arrangement



non-uniform grid spacing, and the only restriction is that 
there be no discontinuities in the boundary conditions at 
a control surface. That is, if the plate surface coincides 
with the lower surface of a control volume, the end of the 
plate must exist at the intersection represented by the 
corners of four control volumes. Also, the corners of one 
layer of control volumes must correspond to the corners of. 
adjacent layers of control volumes.

Figure 3•2 depicts the same control volume with 
the various vorticity transport expressions. The convec
tive transport terms are represented by both a solid arrow 
and a dashed arrow. This is done to indicate that the 
convection term is dependent on the direction of the veloc
ity at the boundary of the control volume. The diffusive 
flow is indicated by a wavy arrow.

The upwind technique is used to account for the 
convection terms in the transport equation. Thus, the 
convective velocity at a control surface transports vor
ticity from the upwind nodes. This, convention has been 
widely adopted and is used here primarily because of the 
experience of Gosman et al. (1969) in obtaining solutions 
for recirculating flows. This technique results in 
greater stability of the finite-difference transport equa
tion. For low Reynolds Number flows, this increased 
stability is not too important since the primary mechanism 
for the transport of vorticity is diffusion, and the
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convection terms are of lesser significance. However, for 
high Reynolds Number flows, Gosman et al. indicate that the 
use of the upwind convection technique is responsible for 
the capability of obtaining a solution for the recirculating 
flows. Since, in general, there exists recirculating flow 
for the flat plate at an angle of attack, the upwind convec
tion technique is used in this effort.

Before continuing with the finite difference formu
lation of the transport equation, some comments on the 
variables used are in order. In general, the main vari
ables are evaluated at the node points. That is, the vor- 
ticity of the control volume is assumed to act at the 
coordinates of the node, and the x-component of the veloc
ity is likewise evaluated at each node. However, as is 
discussed later, only the x-component of velocity is eval
uated using the Biot-Savart Law [Equation (2.8)], and the 
principle of mass continuity is used to determine the 
y-component of velocity. Therefore, the velocity component 
v that is associated with each node represents the average 
velocity at the top boundary of the control volume sur
rounding the node. This is done for convenience since 
this velocity is obtained directly from continuity, and 
this is also the velocity that is needed for the transverse 
convection terms of the transport equation. For the veloc
ity u used in the convection terms across the constant x
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surface of the control volume, the average of the
x-component of the velocity for the two adjacent nodes is
used.

Returning to the formulation of the finite differ
ence equation, the transport equation is obtained by equat
ing the rate at which vorticity is stored in the control 
volume to the net change in the rates at which vorticity 
is diffused and convected into and out of the control vol
ume. To illustrate the manner in which the various terms 
appear in the finite difference transport equation, the 
diffusion and convection terms for the left-hand side of 
the control volume are presented here. The diffusion term 
is

”  * 3  ( 3 ' 3 )

and the convection term is
f 2 Ayj . t+ 4jr

“ (conv)i_1y2  ̂j 2 - j + u i,j)
(l-f1)Ay. t+

+ 2 + U i,j) *i,j]
(3.4)

where f^ is a factor that has a value of 0 or 1 depending 
on the value of (u. n . + u. .). When the average veloc- 
ity is positive, f^ is 1, and when the average velocity is 
negative, f^ has the value of zero. Therefore, only one 
term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.4) exists for
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any given situation. When the velocity is positive, the 
second term is zero, and when the velocity is negative, the 
first term is zero.

(Carnahan, Luther, and Wilkes, 1969, p. 451) was used in 
the derivation of the finite-difference transport equation. 
This method is essentially the expansion of the various 
terms in the transport equation in a Taylor series about 
the time t + The finite difference equation that
results from the above considerations is given below.

The Crank-Nicolson finite difference method

(1 + A-L . A-t. t+At
, j

,t+At t+At 
' “ 1- 1,0

t+At t+At 
*1+1,j

.t+At t+At
1 “1,0-1

,t+At t+At

(3-5)
where

+ 2 ^ T  [f4V4 " (3.5a)
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Ct =  2 %  (3.5c)

pt ° 2%  [He(yj-yj-i) + fgy2] (3-5d)

Et = 2%  (R^Tyj+i-yj) " (1-f4 )v4] (3-se)
In an effort to reduce the number of terms in 

Equation (3.5), the following variables were introduced:

Vj = l/2(u._1)d + ui)d) (3.6a)

v2 = (3-6b)

V3 = 1//2(ui+l, j + ui, j) (3.6c)

V4 = (3•6d)

And the direction factors are defined as

2

*3

10 %
> 0 < 0 (3.7a)

10
%

> 0 < 0 (3.7b)

10 %
> 0 < 0 (3.7c)

10 %
> 0 < 0 (3.7d)
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The superscripts associated with the velocities in

t tEquation (3.6) are commutative3 for example, = v^ j and 
,,t+At t+At
V4 = vi,d •

Examination of Equation (3.5) reveals several inter
esting features, the obvious one being that the left-hand 
side of the equation is a function of variables evaluated 
at the time t+At, and the right-hand side of the equation 
is a function of variables evaluated at the time t. Another 
feature follows from the use of the upwind convection and 
concerns the bounds on the coefficients of the vorticity 
terms. Considering the left-hand side of Equation (3.5),
it is obvious that the coefficient of is always posi-1, j
tive and can never be less than the sum of the diffusion
terms (terms that contain the Reynolds Number). There is
no possibility that any term in the coefficient of un1 , u
can be negative because of the pairing of the direction 
factors (f) and the velocities. For example, when is 
negative, f^ is zero and f^Vg is zero3 when is negative, 
f^ is zero and -(1-f^)V-^ is positive. In the same manner 
the coefficients of the other vortices on the left-hand 
side of Equation (3.5) are negative, and their magnitudes 
are always less than the magnitude of the sum of the diffu
sion terms (terms containing the Reynolds Number). There 
is a possibility that the magnitude of the coefficients 
will exactly equal the magnitude of the diffusion terms,
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but this would occur only in the unlikely situation where 
the velocities at the nodal boundaries were all zero.

Since Equation (3*5) is for an arbitrary node, that 
is, one surrounded by other nodes, it does not permit the 
introduction of the boundary conditions. The boundary 
conditions exist at the limits of the grid system and at 
the surface of the plate. The boundary condition at the 
limit of the grid system is imposed on the solution by 
assuming that the vorticity outside the grid system is 
zero. This is accomplished in practice by setting the vor- 
ticities that are not contained within the limits' of the 
grid system equal to zero on both sides of Equation (3.5)- 
For example, to evaluate Equation (3.5) along the bottom 
row of nodes, m. 4 n and w. . n are both set equal to zero.

The boundary conditions represented by the plate
surface account for the production of free vorticity that 
is diffused into the fluid. From Equation (2.47), the vor
ticity flux from the plate surface, during the time incre
ment At, is related to the vortex sheet strength. Making 
use of this relationship for the diffusion of vorticity 
through the control surface adjacent to the plate, the 
finite-difference vorticity transport equation is for the 
row of nodes immediately above the plate
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/V . At+Atx t-fAt ^t+At t+At ^t+At t+At -pt+At t+At (1 + Ag )w1;d - B - C («1+1)j - E uj1)j+1

= (1 - Ag)Wi j + j + ^ i + l ,  j + + AyT G±

(3.8)
where

A2 A1 2Ayd ^Rglyj-yj.j) (3.8a)

The other coefficients are defined after Equation (3.5), 
where Q is the vortex sheet strength on the top of the 
plate, and the composite velocities and direction factors 
are defined by Equations (3.6) and (3.7). For the row of 
nodes immediately below the plate surface, the finite- 
difference transport equation is

zn , .t+Atx t+At nt+At t+At nt+At t+At .p.t+At t+At(1 + A3 )*^j - B - C U)1+1)j - D

/ -i -tx t , Dt t ~t t , -t t 1- (1 - A3)mi)j. + B + c U)i+1)j + D Cl

(3.9)
where

4  " 4  - 2 %  + V 4 '  (3-9*)

The other coefficients are defined after Equation (3.5).
By means of Equations (3.5), (3.8), and (3-9), a 

linear set of simultaneous equations is obtained for the 
vorticity at each node at time t+At. The solution of the



resulting matrix equation permits the determination of the 
vorticity distribution in the fluid. There is one diffi
culty in this procedure, however, since the coefficients of 
the matrix are functions of the velocities at time t+At, 
and these velocities are unknown since they depend on the 
free and bound vorticity distributions at time t+At. To . 
circumvent this, an iterative scheme was used. This is 
described below.

The right-hand side of the equation is evaluated 
using the velocities and vorticities at time t, as is 
required by the equation. For a first approximation, the 
Coefficients on the left-hand side are also evaluated using 
the velocities at time t. The resulting matrix equation 
is solved for a first estimate of the vorticity distribu
tion at time t+At. One then needs to calculate the bound 
vorticity of the plate. This is taken up in the next sec
tion. ' The resulting vorticity distributions are then used 
to obtain a new estimate to the velocities at time t+At.
The new velocities are then used to recompute the coeffi
cients for the matrix equation, and the new matrix equation 
is then solved for a new estimate of vorticity. This itera
tion is repeated until the velocity change between itera
tions is less than some arbitrary small value, at which 
time it is assumed that a solution has been obtained.

The method used for the solution of the matrix 
equation was the Gauss-Seidel iterative method. The
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condition for convergence for this technique is that the
matrix have diagonal dominance (Froberg, 1969, p . 95)• The
requirement of diagonal dominance can be insured by the
selection of the input parameters At, Ax, Ay and R . Since
the diagonal term (coefficient of w. .) has a minimum value
of 1, and all the off diagonal terms contain a factor of

2the form At/(R Ax ) or At/Ax, it is possible to insure© t2diagonal dominance by selecting At/(RgAx ) «  1 and 
At/Ax «  1. This means that the selection of the inde
pendent parameters (Ax, Ay, At) is somewhat restricted by 
this solution method. However, this is not serious.

3°3 Bound VQrticity 
As mentioned, in the previous, section, the veloc

ity in the fluid depends on the distribution of bound 
vorticity as well as the vorticity in the fluid. The cal
culation of this latter quantity has already been dis
cussed. The bound vorticity is specified by imposing the 
boundary condition of zero normal velocity at the plate 
surface. This was discussed in section 2.3.

The first step in determining the bound vorticity 
is the evaluation of the normal velocity at the plate 
induced by the free vorticity of the fluid (initially, 
this induced velocity is zero and the bound vorticity is 
obtained from potential flow theory for zero circulation 
around the plate). In general, the y-component of
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Equation (2.9) is

vr(*.y) - - A  :rea (3'10>

In particular, on the plate surface (y=0), the induced 
normal velocity is

vr(x,0) = - ^  f dx-dy' (3.11)area (x’-x) +y!

The double integral of Equation (3•11) was evaluated first 
by integrating in the x 1-direction, keeping y ' constant. 
Following this, it was integrated with respect to the 
y 1-variable. To integrate with respect to x ’, the vor- 
ticity was assumed to vary linearly with x* between nodes, 
and the resulting expression was integrated analytically 
between successive nodal centers.

Attempts were made to evaluate the integral using 
higher-order polynomial fits to the vorticity, but because 
of the high gradients that occur in the vorticity (particu
larly in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges), 
the results were grossly in error. This can be seen by 
referring to Fig. 3.3 which shows a representative set of 
data in the vicinity of high vorticity gradients. The 
solid line represents the fit to the data using a second- 
order polynomial, and the dashed line represents the 
straight-line fit as used in this effort. While the
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linear fitu)
quadratic fit

data

Fig. 3*3 Polynomial Curve Fit
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straight-line fit is lacking in eloquence, it does have the 
advantage in that it possesses the correct sign in the 
fitted region; whereas, the quadratic fit is probably 
closer to the function in the first interval, it provides a 
poor fit in the second data interval. In addition, it was 
found that the quadratic curve fit produced inconsistent 
results because for a given region, the value of the inte
gral is dependent on the point where the quadrature is 
started. On the basis of these exploratory results, the 
decision was made to adopt the simple linear fit.

Returning to the evaluation of Equation (3.11), 
for a constant y ’, the vorticity can be expressed as

w(x',y') = ax' + b (3.12)

and the resulting integral is
x ’

2w -Ar vr(x,0) = - r 2 dx- (3.13)ay r x ’ (x'-xr + y'
where

and
b = r x ^ i u ( x p y ' )  -  x p ) ( x p y ' ) ] / ( x p x p  (3 . 15)
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Integrating Equation (3.13) results in

-1Ij = 27 [[ Mx£,yi) - wCxj^y'.)] {x^ - + y' tan

(yi)2+)x2~x)2(x-x’] m  [— ^-p------ p] ]]/(x'-x') (3 .16)
(y’O +(xj_-x)

The integration in the y 1-direction again uses a 
first order polynomial fit to the data. Since the inte
gration begins at the plate and proceeds outward, a semi
open quadrature formula was used since 1  ̂ is not known at 
the plate. The final expression for the normal velocity 
at the plate surface induced by the free vorticity of the 
fluid is

vr (x,0 ) = (yTiyp- [-^ (ig-ip-y-l l2) +
N ,

yl 2 l ( Ij + i + I j ) ( y j + i-yj)i (3 -1 7 )

where I. is the quantity expressed by Equations (3.16),J
and y^ is the node next to the plate surface. Equation 
(3•17) must be evaluated for both positive and negative 
values of yj.

Having determined the induced normal velocity at 
the plate, this is expanded in a Fourier cosine series as 
follows
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B oo

vr(e) = —  + Z cos (ne) (3 .18)

where

Bn = f .f v (6) cos (n0) de (3 .19)

As before, the integration of Equation (3.19) was performed
using a first-order polynomial to fit v as a function of 0. 
To relate Equation (3.19) to Equation (3.17), the following 
change of variable was made

(X = arc cos (2x_) ™ ~ xi ~ (3.20)

The numbering convention on 0  ̂is such that 0^ cor
responds to the minimum value of x, and 0^ corresponds to 
the maximum value of x. Therefore, 0^ is the value of 0 
closest to 7T and 0^ is the value of 0 closest to 0.

The equation for evaluating Bq is

Bo = 1  frl(vr v2 )(Tr + e2) + (v2 61-v1e2 )]-^3 ||

+ [2(vN-VN-l)eN-l-vN-l0N^Xe^^-%r + iE2 V̂i+Vi+l^ ̂ 0i+l-0i^
(3.21)

To evaluate the remaining Fourier coefficients. Equation 
(3 .19) takes the general form

Bn = § r(a8+b)cos(ne)de (3.22)

and in particular
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o (VQ-V1 ) (VTVr"VT\T 1 )
fTefreIT[cos(ne2)-(-1) ] + T ^ i j [1-COB{n^ )]

N:2 (vi + r vi)+ r. jp 35— , [cos(n61 1)-cos(n9.)]} (3.23)i-2 1*1+1 *1'' 1+ 1

By means of Equations (3.22) and (3.23), the 
coefficients for the Fourier expansion of the normal 
induced velocity at the plate surface can be obtained to as 
many terms as desired.

There remains one term to be defined before the 
bound vorticity is completely determined. That term is the 
total circulation of the plate. From the conservation of 
vorticity [Equation (2.30)], the circulation is

fi(t) = f r-vj> !^) dx] dt (3.24)o surf y surf 
Integrating over one time step and changing the order of 
integration, one obtains

t+At
fj(t+At) = Q(t) + j) r-vf -x~) dt] dx (3.25)

surf t  ̂ surf
Upon employing the relationship between the vortex sheet 
and the diffusion of vorticity into the fluid, the circula
tion becomes

1/2
n(t+At) = n(t) - p [c; (x,t)~c (x,t)] dx (3 .26)

-1/2
where the plus superscript refers to the vortex sheet
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strength of the upper surface and the minus superscript 
refers to the vortex sheet strength of the lower surface.

Having evaluated the Bn 's and the total circulation, 
the bound vorticity of the plate is, from Equations (2.26) 
and (2.32),

Y(x.) = vCep = sTiTq [(2sina+Bo)cos 0. + | 0+B1]

00 '
- 2 E Bn Sinfne^) (3.27)n=l

The values of the bound vorticity thus computed correspond 
to the nodal x-values that exist on the plate surface.

3.4 Velocity 
The computation of the velocity field requires the 

most computer time. To economize on this, the velocity 
field is computed in two steps. First, the x-component of 
velocity is computed for each node by integrating the Biot- 
Savart Law over the entire vorticity field, and by inte
grating the contribution from the bound vorticity along the 
plate surface. Then, after the entire x-velocity field has 
been computed, the y-component of velocity is obtained from 
the continuity equation.

From Equation (2.9), the x-component of velocity 
induced by the vorticity of the fluid is

U (x,y ) = JL J* J1 -..(y. ) dx1 dy' (3.28)
-00-00 (x 1 -x) +(y1 -y)
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Equation (3.28) is evaluated in the same manner as Equation 
(3.12) in section 3.3. The equation is integrated first 
for constant y ’, assuming a linear relation between w and 
x*. Thus

, imax-1 n
Ij = dyr M x >y ) = 2? 1=1^.n % ( yj-y )(*i+i,j-Wi,j)4n

(x|+i_x)2+(yi“y )2
r(x!-x)2+(y'.-y)2 + [ (u,i+l, j-™!,d)x4tUi,dXi+l

J

- -itl  „  (3.29)
1“ ’5 1 (yyy)2t(*i+i-*)(*i-*

rEquation (3.29) must be evaluated for all values of yj, 
where - N < j < N, and N is one-half the number of nodes in 
the y-direction; that is, y^ is at the top node of the grid 
and y__̂  is at the bottom node of the grid.

It should be noted that the value of 1̂. is equal to 
zero for the limiting condition where yj = y. This is a 
consequence of the fact that a vortex element cannot induce 
a velocity at its center.

The integration of Equation (3.28) in the y-direction 
is again carried out using a semi-open quadrature method, 
similar to that used for Equation (3.12). One obtains
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y\

11Ur(x,y) = ^rrjr [?

n N-l
+ 2 ( y j + i - y j ) (3.30)

This result gives the contribution of the free vorticity of 
the fluid to the x-component of the velocity in the fluid 
at coordinates x,y. It remains to evaluate the contribu
tion to the velocity from the bound vorticity of the plate.

From Equation (2.11), the contribution of the 
bound vorticity is

1/2
- - A  I1/2 ^

The integration of Equation (3.31) is performed numerically, 
and since the bound vorticity has been computed previously 
for discrete x-coordinates that correspond to the grid 
coordinates, the quadrature procedure will involve a for
mula which is open at the end points of the integration 
range. Assuming a linear relation between y and x 1, the 
contribution from the bound vorticity at the node nearest the 
leading edge is

1 -1 (xf,-x)2+y2
ub ( X,y) =  W [ 3 E I - 7 ^ 7 ) ( 2 ( V 2 - Y i ) ^ r - ------- 5 - r ]

1 f+1 f (| + X) +y
i y(Xf,n + i)+ yf (Y2-Yl^X+^lXf+l”^2Xf ̂ arl (”2 71 77 7] } (3-32)y ^ ^ 1 ' y - ( - £  + x)(xf+1-x)
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where the subscript f identifies the x-coordinate that cor
responds to the node nearest the leading edge of the plate. 
Thus, is the bound vorticity of the plate at . The 
contribution from the bound vorticity at the node nearest 
the trailing edge is

1 r 1 (i - x)2V
\ > y) ■ l( ^ 1. » ) V 1

(3-33)
where the subscript t identifies the x-coordinate that cor
responds to the node nearest the trailing edge of the 
plate, and L is the number of nodes between the leading 
and trailing edges of the plate. Thus, is the bound 
vorticity of the plate at x^.

The total contribution of the bound vorticity then
is

L—2
Ub(x,y) = Ub2 + 7 ^  (xf+1-xf+i_1) ti(Y1+i-Yi)in

(xf ,-x) +y2
[- o 2̂  + + Yixf+i“Yi+lxf+l-l^tan
 ̂ f+i-1"  ̂ y

[  ]} (3-34)
y +(xf+1-x)(xf+1_1-x)
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and the complete x-component of velocity then becomes

U(x,y) = cos a + Ur(x,y) + Ub(x,y) (3.35)

Given the x-component of velocity everywhere in the
fluid, it is possible to calculate the y-component from the
continuity equation. Referring to Fig. 3.1 and recalling
that U. . is the x-velocity at the i,j node, and v. . is i »J i * J
the y-velocity at the top boundary of the i,j control vol
ume from continuity

To apply the above equation for i fixed, one needs to know
the transverse velocity at the lower surface of one of the
control volumes in the field. For i-nodes between the
leading and trailing edges of the plate, v^ is zero for
the first row of nodes above the plate. For i-nodes
upstream and downstream of the leading and trailing edges,
v. . was computed in the same manner as the x-component -L»J "■* -i-
of the velocity was computed. These values were then used 
to compute the remaining transverse velocities from Equa
tion (3.36). This procedure is explained below.

The y-velocity along the portions of the x-axis 
excluding the plate is computed as the contribution induced 
by the free vorticity of the fluid, the contribution 
induced by the bound vorticity of the plate, and the con
tribution of the free stream (at angle of attack).
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The contribution due to the free vorticity of the 

fluid is, from Equation (3.11),

vr(x,o) = - J L ; r dx-dy' 0 .37)
-co-CD (x'-x) +y'

To facilitate the evaluation of the above equation, it is 
possible to integrate over the half space of positive y T 
by defining the vorticity in Equation (3.37) as the sum of 
the vorticities for positive and negative y. That is, let

wT(x,y) = w(x,y) + w(x,-y) (3.38)
and then

1 ~ “ (x'-x)wm(x',y')vr(x’°) = • 2? / / —  TS dx'dy' (3.39)-oo—oo (x —x) + y

As before. Equation (3-39) is integrated first with respect 
to x 1, and the vorticity is assumed to be a linear func
tion of x ’ between nodes. Thus

, imax-1 1
X3 = W 7" Vr(x,0) = SF i=i^.n (x1+1-x.)

{y'.(ooT -U)T )tan"1 ^ ----]
3 i+ljJ i,J yj+(xi+l"x )(xi'x )

n y? + (X1+irX)2"p [ (X4 ”x)(l)m ™ (x. , n —X)tUrp ] An[ A 2 ) )d 1 i+l> 3 1+ i»j yj+(xi-x)"i

"t U)m — tl)mimin, j imax, j
(3.40)
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Integrating in the y-direction yields

yp -i -.N-l
vr(x’°) (yg-y^ ^2 y2^;i:i+I2)"ylI2̂ + 2j^2(Ij+l+Ij) (yj+l"yj)

(3.41)
The contribution due to the bound vorticity of the 

plate is, from Equation (2.11),
1/2

vb ^ ° )  = - ^._r1 / 2 dx' (3.42)

Using a linear fit of y as a function of x T, Equation 
(3.42) can be integrated analytically. The contribution 
from the node point nearest the leading edge is

Vb1 (X,°) = 2ir(xf.+1-xf) [(Y2_Yi)(2 + xf+l) + Yx(xf+l_x)

x-xf+1
“ Yp(xf‘”x ) ^ n H  ] (3.4-3)-£ + x

The contribution from the node nearest the trailing edge is

vb2(x’°) = 2T(x/ x — P ' ((YL-YL-l)(| - xt-l) + YL_i(x2-x)
§ - x

- Y j x ^ - x ) ] ^  [37— ^ ]  (3.44)"G— ±

The foregoing were obtained using open integration for
mulae since y is not known at the end points of the inte
gration interval of Equation (3.42). The total numerical 
representation of Equation (3.42) is



Summarizing, the y-component of the velocity along the 
x-axis is

v(x,0) = vr(x,0) + vb(x,0) + sin a (3.46)

Equation (3.46) is valid for values of x less than - 1/2 
and greater than 1/2. For all other values of x, v(x,0) 
is equal to zero.

Having computed v(x,0) and u(x,y), it is possible 
[by means of Equation (3.36)] to compute v for all the 
nodes in the model grid, thus evaluating the entire veloc
ity field in the fluid.

3.5 Vortex Sheet 
Having evaluated the vorticity field for time t+At 

in sections 3 -2, 3.3, and 3.4, it is now possible to com
pute the vortex sheet strength at the plate surface for 
the time t+At. The vortex sheet strength consists of a con
tribution from the free vorticity of the fluid, a contribu
tion of the bound vorticity of the plate, and a contribution 
from the free stream fluid velocity.

The contribution from the free vorticity is
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Investigation of Equation (3.47) reveals that the integra
tion in the y-direction can be reduced to the positive 
y-space by making the substitution wT(x,y) = w(x,y) - 
u)(x,-y). Assuming a linear dependency of wT on x and inte
grating in the x-direction, one obtains

imax-1 ,
J - -r'-------ST ^  C ^ - ^ )  t5 --T j)

(x1+i-x)2ty?
ini   p w-i] + [ (Wm -(!)„ )x-HUm X.

(x±“x) +yj 1̂+1,j i,J 1+1

i y i(x1 ,-x.)U)„ x. ]tan ■ i  1+1 ■ -1 ]} (3.48)
i+l,J y.+(xi+1-x)(x1-x

The integration in the y direction yields
N

U (x,0) = £ i Ay. (3.49)
r o=l 0 0

Equation (3.49) is a departure from previous quadra
ture techniques in that there is no fit of the integrand in 
the y-direction. The method of Equation (3.49) was 
selected because experience indicated that a simple linear 
fit of the integrand resulted in too high an estimate of 
U . In particular, at short times when the vorticity gra
dients are very large, the linear fit of the integrand 
resulted in instability of the vortex sheet strength. This 
choice is further supported by the work of Paolino (1972),



in which the computed results for trial cases were found to 
compare very well with those from exact relationships.

The vortex sheet strength at the upper surface of 
the plate is

C+(x) = - cosa - Ur(x,0 ) y(x) (3.50)
and at the bottom of the plate

C~(x) = cosa + Ur (x,0) + i y(x) (3.51)

Equations (3.50) and (3.51) represent the vortex sheet
strengths at time t+At. These values are equal to the
amount of vorticity that must be diffused into the fluid
during the time interval between t+At and t +2At.

3.6 Design Parameters 
The evaluation of the viscous force on the plate 

is complicated by the fact that the plate surface is 
located at boundaries of control volumes rather than at 
the node points. Because the variables of the flow field 
are known only at locations of the nodes, determination of 
quantities at the plate surface requires an extrapolation 
procedure. The quantity of primary interest is shear 
stress at the plate surface. This is computed by fitting 
the velocity distribution with a polynomial in y, follow
ing which the velocity gradient is calculated at the plate 
surface. In general, one assumes



where N is the order of the polynomial used to fit the 
velocity distribution. Since the velocity at the plate 
surface is zero (from the boundary condition), and y at the 
plate surface is taken to be zero, aQ is equal to zero.

Substituting Equation (3.52) into the non
dimens ionalized form of Equation (2.49), the shear stress 
at the plate becomes

t0 (x) = # •  a1(x) (3.53)

Fitting the velocity with a first order polynomial, 
u(x,y) = a^(x)y the shear stress for the top surface is

t0+(x) = u(x,y1) (3.54a)

and, for the bottom surface,

T;(x) = 3-f- u(x,y_i) (3.54b)

Fitting the velocity with a second order polynomial, the 
shear stress for the top surface is

T°+(x) = Re(yg-yi) u(x'yi} - %  u(x’y2)l

(3.55a)
and for the bottom surface
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T°"(x) = Re(y2-yi) [yf u (x>y-i) " ^  u (x>y-2)] (3.55b)

Both methods were used for computing T . However, the 
latter is believed to yield the more reliable results.

Defining the total viscous drag by the relationship

dragx = Cx(|pcvf) (3.56)

(c = plate length) the non-dimensional coefficient C 
becomes

1/2
cx = _ri/2 r0(x) dx (3.57)

The shear stress t0 was evaluated for the values of 
the node abscissas that occur on the plate surface. The 
numerical integration of Equation (3.57) using a linear fit 
of the shear stress as a function of x is

i+x
Cx = + I Xt+l(Tl"tT2)"XfT2]

+ r̂ (T2-T2-l) - i xt-l('r2“T2-l)+XtT2-l1 

i - x. , L-2 ,

(3.58)
In evaluating Cx by means of Equation (3.58), the 

quantity that Ĉ . represents is dependent on whether T is 
evaluated for the upper or lower surfaces. The total
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viscous force is the sum of C for the upper and lower sur
faces .

Care should be used in interpreting C as presented 
herein. C does not represent the classical drag coeffi
cient in that the direction of is parallel to the plate

■X"surface and not parallel to the free stream velocity. The 
latter convention is most often used for calculating the 
classical aerodynamic drag.

In addition to the force on the plate due to the
viscous shear at the plate surface, there is a force on the
plate due to the difference in pressure between the upper 
and lower surfaces of the plate. By non-dimensionalizing 
LIFT as given in Equation (2.66), the pressure force 
becomes

At
Cy+ 2 = ^[(B* + 2sina-B*)^ - (f] (3.59)

Cy is the non-dimensional pressure force and is in the
direction normal to the plate chord.* In the same manner,
the moment about the center of the plate is obtained by
non-dimensionalizing Equation (2.68). The moment is 

At Bt
CM+ 2 B H  f(Bi " 7T-) 5 " (3.6o)

* In classical aerodynamics, C is the chordwise
force C , and C is the normal force c5. c y N
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The center of pressure, which is the point on the plate sur
face through which the lift appears to act is

Cp = cM/cy (3.61)
The coefficients C^, Cy and Cp completely define 

the forces acting on the plate.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.The present work is primarily concerned with the 
plate at angle of attack. Nevertheless, the symmetrical 
case corresponding to zero angle of attack is also of 
interest, particularly when account is taken of the tran
sient flow development. Indeed, very little information is 
available for this unsteady flow configuration. Further
more, the existing symmetrical results for the steady flow 
provide a convenient check on the current predictions for 
large time. For this reason, the initial effort was 
directed toward a study of this important limiting case. 
Following this, the more difficult task of computing the 
developing flow about the plate at angle of attack was 
undertaken. The results will therefore be presented and 
discussed in that order.

In order to have confidence in the results, it is 
important to first justify the selection of the finite- 
difference parameters used in the numerical computations.. 
These include the spatial increments in the x- and y- 
directions and the time increment. This is taken up in 
the first section. In the second section, the zero angle
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of attack problem is presented. The chapter is concluded 
with a discussion of the results obtained with the plate at 
angle of attack. This last section represents the most 
significant part of this investigation.

4.1 Numerical Parameters
Figure 4.1 shows schematically the finite differ

ence grid used in this study. While the computer program 
(Appendix A) was written to permit the use of arbitrary 
nodal spacings, the computations were performed using a 
constant increment between the nodes in the x-direction.
The y-spacing was selected to be symmetric with respect to 
the plane of the plate. Each node is located at the cen
ter of a control volume, as noted in the previous chapter. 
Denoting by Ax and Ay the dimensions of the control yolume 
in the plane of flow. Ax was selected to be .05; Ay was 
allowed to increase according to the relationship Ay^^ = 
1.03 Ay.. Next to the plate Ay = .05. The selection of 
the grid spacing is critical in two respects. The spacing 
must be such that the stability of the finite difference 
equation is insured for a given time increment. In addi
tion, the grid must be sufficiently fine that the assumed 
linear variation of the vorticity between adjacent x-nodes 
does not introduce excessive error.

An early attempt was made to utilize an equi- 
spaced elliptic coordinate system in the solution of this
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problem. However, the selection of this coordinate system 
proved- unwise because the two criteria previously noted 
could not be simultaneously met using a reasonable time 
increment. From this abortive effort, it was found that 
the stability of the transport equation was governed by the 
smallest physical nodal dimension. This occurred at the 
leading and trailing edges of the plate. On the other hand, 
the accuracy of the velocity integration and, in particular, 
the computation of the vortex sheet strength at the plate 
was limited by the largest nodal increment. This occurs at 
the mid-point of the plate. After a number of computa
tional experiments with the equi-spaced elliptic coordinate 
system failed to yield acceptable results, this coordinate 
scheme was abandoned in favor of the simpler cartesian 
system.

For stability of the transport equation, the criti-
2cal parameter appears to be At/(R Ay ) for situations where 

diffusive transport governs. This ratio appears explicitly, 
in Equation (3-5)• For situations where convection trans
port governs, the important parameter appears to be 
Atu/Ax. Since a low Reynolds number represents a highly 
viscous flow, the main transport of vorticity is by means 
of the diffusion mechanism, and the parameter critical to 
stability is At/(R^Ay^). Kinney and Paolino (1974.) have 
determined that satisfactory solutions to the diffusion- 
governed transport equation are obtained for At/(R^Ay )
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approximately equal to 1/4. A similar conclusion has been 
reached by Clausing (1973)•. Since it was arbitrarily 
decided to let Ax equal to the smallest value of Ay, the 
selection of At or Ay is sufficient to specify the finite 
difference parameters for low Reynolds numbers.

Recall that the spatial increments were selected to 
be Ay^ = Ax = O'.05, and the ratio between adjacent Ay's was 
1.03. This selection of quantities along with a tentative

Ochoice of At = .0025 results in (At)/(R0Ay ) having a 
value of 0.25.

The final selection of At, Ax, and Ay, was based on 
the results of a series of computer runs made for a 
Reynolds number of 4.. A selection procedure for these 
increments at high Reynolds numbers will be taken up later. 
The results were compared, and the criterion for selection 
was that the computer running time be kept within reason 
while at the same time there be confidence in the solution 
obtained. Since no comparable unsteady results were 
available, comparisons could not be made with the predic
tions of independent investigators.

Figures 4.2, 4.3* and 4.4 show the effect of dif
ferent time increments on the computed results. Figure 4.2 
contains the vorticity distribution along the first row of 
nodes adjacent to the plate. Figure 4.3 shows the same 
results for the second row of nodes. Only the leading 
edge region is shown because the trailing edge data are
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similar, and the differences are smaller.■ The three time 
increments used in this comparison are .005, .0025, and 
.00125.

Comparing the curves of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, it can
be seen that at the earliest time shown .(t— .005), the solu-

\
tion is sensitive to the time increment. The solution 
obtained for At = .,005 Is in disagreement with the other two 
solutions for both nodal distributions of vorticity. How
ever, as time progresses, the three solutions tend to 
coincide. It is reasonable to presume that the smaller . 
time step yields the better solution. Therefore, more con
fidence can be placed in the curves for At = .00125 than in 
the other two. Nevertheless, the solution for At = .0025 
is appreciably different from the solution for At = .00125 
only in the vicinity of the leading edge (x=-0.5). In 
view of the near congruity of the curves at t = .04, it is 
reasonable to expect the discrepancy between the solutions 
to further diminish as time progresses.

An equally important set of comparisons can be 
made using the solutions for the velocity field.. It is 
expected that the discrepancies in the velocity and vor
ticity fields would be confined to the same region. There
fore, Fig. 4.4 shows the effect of different values of At 
on the computed velocity in the vicinity of the leading 
edge. As in the case of the vorticity, the velocity dif
ferences are greater at early times, becoming less as time
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progresses. At a time equal to 0.04 it is difficult to dis
tinguish between the three velocity curves. Indeed, the 
curves for At = .00125 and At = .0025 are essentially 
coincident.

On the basis of the above comparisons, • a time incre
ment of 0.0025 was finally selected. This results in 
satisfactory solutions for the vorticity and the velocity.

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of changing the grid 
size on the vorticity distribution along the first row of 
nodes above the plate. The time increment is fixed at 
0,0025. The effect is significant only in the region of 
the leading edge of the plate. The slight difference in 
the vorticity distribution due to the smaller grid size 
does not justify the increase in the computer time (caused 
by the Biot-Savart integration for the velocity) that 
would result from the smaller grid spacing. .

Up to this point, the comparisons have involved 
only results for the symmetrical case. When the plate is 
at angle of attack, the distribution of bound vorticity 
must be computed. Consideration will now be given to the 
numerical approximations affecting this result.

It will be recalled from Chapter 2 that the trans
verse velocity induced at the plate surface by the free 
vorticity is used to determine the distribution of bound 
vorticity along the plate. The transverse velocity is 
first expressed in the form of a Fourier cosine series.
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the coefficients of which enter into the evaluation of the 
bound vorticity of the plate. Therefore, a sufficient 
number of terms must be retained in the series to represent 
the latter distribution accurately. Figure 4,6 illustrates 
the effect of truncating the Fourier series in Equation 
(2.26).after 14 and 25 terms. The distribution of y is 
that obtained after one time integration and represents the 
most severe test. From the comparison of Fig. 4.6, it was 
decided that 25 Fourier coefficients would adequately 
define the bound vorticity.

4.2 Zero Angle of Attack 
The zero angle of attack case was computed for a 

Reynolds number of 4. This allows direct comparison with 
the unsteady predictions of Pao and Daugherty (1969).
Also, steady-state predictions are available at this 
Reynolds number. Figure 4.7 shows contours of constant 
vorticity at the times 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. Only the dis
tribution for the upper half space is shown because of the 
symmetry connected with this case. The vorticity distribu
tion in the lower half space is a mirror image of the upper 
half space, the only difference being in the algebraic sign. 
The vorticity in the lower half. space is positive (counter 
clockwise) while the vorticity is negative (clockwise) in 
the upper half space.
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Figure 4.7 shows that initially a large quantity of 

vorticity is generated at the plate surface. As time 
increases, the vorticity is distributed throughout the 
fluid by diffusion and convection resulting in lower vor
ticity values near the plate and an increased area over 
which the vorticity is. distributed. Also, as time 
increases, vorticity maxima appear near the leading and 
trailing edges of the plate. This is due to the fact that 
for the later times the vorticity production is concen
trated in the regions near the leading and trailing edges. 
These are also the regions with strong favorable pressure 
gradient.

Figure 4.8 contains a plot of the vortex sheet 
strength for various times [see Equations (2.42) and (2.43)] 
Only the result for the upper surface is shown because of 
symmetry. As shown in Chapter 2 [Equation (2.46)] produc
tion of free vorticity at the plate surface is related to 
the vortex sheet strength. Thus, Fig. 4.8 also illustrates 
the distribution of vorticity production.at the plate. 
Immediately following impulsive acceleration of the plate, 
the vortex sheet strength is uniform along the plate and 
equal to -1.0 (on the upper surface). As can be seen from . 
the figure, after the initial impulse, very little time 
passes before the vorticity production is concentrated in 
the region of the leading and trailing edges of the plate.
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After, a time of .005, the vortex sheet strength at mid
plane has been reduced to -.0114 from, an initial value of 
-1.0. At the last time shown, the mid-plane vortex sheet 
strength has been further reduced to -.0015, while the 
vortex sheet strength in the vicinity of both the leading 
and trailing edges is still significant. It is expected 
that when steady state is reached, vorticity will be pro
duced only in the regions of the leading and trailing edges 
of the plate.

In the analysis of boundary layers, the velocity 
distribution is of prime interest. In the present study, 
the velocity was computed by means of the Biot-Savart Law, 
which entails an integration over the region of non-zero 
vorticity. This represents a departure from earlier 
approaches, Therefore, a comparison of velocity predic
tions is quite appropriate. This is limited, however, to, 
the work of Pao and Daugherty (1969), as theirs is the only 
other analysis of the impulsively accelerated plate known 
to the author. .

Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of the velocity pro
files of Pao and Daugherty and those obtained by the pres
ent method. The velocities in Fig. 4i,9 are plotted for a. 
value of x equal to zero (mid-plate). This value of x was 
chosen for comparison because it is the only result 
adjacent to the plate surface presented by Pao and Daugherty. 
The only other x-positions available for comparison are at .
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x equal to -1.0 and 1.5, "both positions being far removed 
from the plate and the region of significant vorticity.

Comparing the- velocity profiles in Fig. 4.9, it can 
be seen that the agreement is satisfactory, particularly 
with regard to the observed "overshoot" of the velocity 
relative to the free-stream value. This behavior is due to 
the displacement effect of the viscous layer developing 
next to the plate. Pao and Daugherty predict a higher 
velocity gradient at the plate surface.. This, as well as 
the other slight discrepancies, can probably be attributed 
to the fact that the grid elements used by Pao and 
Daugherty are twice the size of those used in this work.

The development of the boundary layer velocity pro
files is shown in Fig. 4.10. The dashed curves are used 
only to better distinguish between the several profiles. 
Figure 4.10a and b show the velocity profiles one-fourth 
the plate span in front of the leading edge and the same 
distance behind the trailing edge. Near the center line, 
the trailing wake velocities are only slightly lower than 
the corresponding velocities in front of the plate. At "the 
center line and for a time equal to 0.2, the dimensionless 
velocity is 0.73 in front of the plate and 0.7 in the wake. 
This illustrates the nearly symmetrical nature of the 
• flow about the mid-point of the plate. This is to be 
expected at low Reynolds numbers. Conversely, the maximum 
velocity (associated with the overshoot) in the wake is
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larger than that occurring at a comparable position in 
front of the plate. Again for a time of 0.2 the maximum 
velocity at x = 0.75 is 1.03  ̂ and in front of the plate the 
maximum velocity is 1.025. The occurrence of a lower veloc
ity at one y-position in a given profile and a higher veloc
ity at another position of the same profile is a necessary 
condition from continuity. Since, for an incompressible 
flow the same volume of fluid must flow past each station, 
a reduction in the velocity at one point on the profile 
means that the velocity must increase at another point on 
the profile.

Figure 4.10c and d present the velocity profiles 
nearest the leading and trailing edges of the plate. In 
keeping with the other profiles, the maximum velocity at 
the trailing edge is again larger than the maximum velocity 
at the leading edge; the former has a value of approxi
mately I.O85, and the latter has a value of approximately 
I.O65 for a time of 0.2.
• ' Figure 4.lOe and f present the velocity profiles
at approximately the quarter-chord and the half-chord 
stations. The x-position was selected to correspond to the 
nodal spacing along the plate.

For a flat plate at zero angle of attack, the only 
force on the plate is the viscous shear stress. Figure 
4.11 shows the development of the integrated viscous shear
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log
force, or drag, as a function of time. The quantity plotted 
is the drag coefficient for one surface of the plate. The 
drag coefficient is defined as:

CD = DRAG/(l/2pvfc) ' (4.1)

where DRAG represents the integral of the wall shear stress 
over the plate length.

The solution to the zero angle of attack problem
was terminated at a time of 0.2. This was done in the
interest of conserving total computer running time. No 
claim is made that the steady state solution has been 
reached at the last time shown.

The steady state solutions obtained by Dennis and 
Dunwoody (1966),' Janssen (1957), Pao and Daugherty (1969), 
and Tomotika and Aoi (1953) are shown on Fig. 4.11 to per
mit comparison of the transient results of this work to the 
previously published steady state solutions. The results 
of Janssen.were interpolated to obtain a drag coefficient 
for a Reynolds number of 4. .

Figure 4.12 is a plot of the local skin friction
coefficient along the upper surface of the plate for times
of 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. Also included for comparison is the

. - ? 
steady state local skin friction coefficient as obtained by
Dennis and Dunwoody. These predictions were obtained by
interpolation of results presented for Reynolds numbers of
1, 10, and 100. <
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The local skin friction was computed from the slope 

of the velocity profile at the plate surface. This was 
obtained by fitting a quadratic equation to the velocity at 
the surface (zero) and the velocity at the first two nodes 
adjacent to the plate. The slope was then assumed to be 
equal to the derivative of the quadratic equation evaluated 
at the plate surface.

The results presented in Pig. 4.11 indicate that 
the initial plate acceleration is accompanied by an 
extremely large viscous drag force that decays rapidly. 
Figure 4.12 shows that the plate surface ,near the trailing 
edge contributes almost as much to the total plate drag as 
does the plate surface near the leading edge, at least 
during the early history of the fluid flow.

4.3 Thirty-Degree Angle of Attack
The thirty-degree angle of attack orientation was

computed for two Reynolds numbers 4 and 400. Because of ^
the experience gained in the selection of the finite- 
difference parameters and the subsequent computation of the 
flow field for the zero angle of attack case, runs were 
first made at the lower Reynolds number. This allows a 
comparison of results to be made for two angles of attack 
and a fixed Reynolds number. The second set of runs was 
made in order to show the effect of Reynolds number on the
flow for a fixed angle of attack.
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The relatively large angle of attack was selected 

in order that the resulting flow would be more than a per
turbation of the symmetrical case„ The high Reynolds 
number was chosen in order to better assess the effect of 
this parameter on the finite-difference solutions. The two 
■groups of results will be discussed separately, with the 
low Reynolds number case taken up first.

Reynolds Number of 4
The grid spacing for the 30 degree case was the 

same as for the zero degree case; that is, Ax = Ay-̂  - 0.05. 
The time increment was also the same as for the zero degree 
case (.0025) because the optimum time increment is related 
to the grid spacing and Reynolds number.

Figures 4.13a,b,c and d show the contours of con
stant vorticity at the four times 0 .01, 0 .1, 0 .2, and 0.3 . 
The angle of attack is 30 degrees and the Reynolds number 
.is 4. These figures show that at early times there exists 
a near anti-symmetry of the vorticity field around the 
plate. As time increases, however, the anti-symmetry ; 
becomes less apparent. This can be illustrated by compar
ing the contours for w = 2.5 and w = -2.5 at the various 
times. For a time of 0.01 (Fig. 4.13a) the two contours 
appear to have the same shapes relative to the leading and 
trailing edges, respectively. However, at the time of 0.3, 
the contours are in no way similar. Also, if one compares
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the two contours for (u)=0). It can be seen that at early 
times one contour intersects the lower surface at x =
-«435, and the intersection on the upper surface is at x-~ 
.435* After an elapsed time of 0.3, the upstream inter
section point has moved toward the leading edge to x =
-0.45, while on the upper surface, the intersection point 
has moved toward the trailing edge to x = 0.475- The 
points at which the contours for to = 0 intersect the plate 
are of considerable interest since these correspond to the 
points of vanishing wall shear. These will be referred to 
as flow stagnation points rather than separation points.
It can be seen that during the time interval covered, the 
location of the stagnation point on the upper surface has 
moved approximately three.times as far as the stagnation 
point on the lower surface.

The existence of zero-shear points on the upper 
and lower surfaces of the plate indicates that there must 
be vorticity sources and sinks (sources of.negative vor- 
ticity) in the vicinity of the zero-shear sites. This 
point has been made by Lighthill (Rosenhead, 1963, p. 69). 
This contrasts with the zero angle of attack case in which 
the upper.surface is a vorticity sink of varying strength, 
and the lower surface is a vorticity source of varying 
strength. The zero shear points are located at the leading 
and trailing edges.
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the vortex sheet strength 

distributions on the upper and lower surfaces. Since the 
vortex sheet strength is related to the rate at which vor- 
ticity is produced at the plate surface, these figures also 
show the distribution of vorticity production along the 
upper and lower surfaces of the plate.

Referring to Equation (2.46), it will be recalled 
that the local value of the vortex sheet strength at any 
time t ,equals the amount of new free vorticity entering 
the fluid over an infinitesimal increment of the plate. - 
This new vorticity enters the flow during the subsequent 
time step. At. Turning now to Fig. 4.14, it can be seen 
that the sheet strength changes sign (from negative to pos
itive) downstream of the leading edge. When viewed with 
Figs. 4.13a, this signifies that at later times the already 
high negative values of vorticity on the upper surface will 
be maintained just downstream of the leading edge, whereas, 
the vorticity nearer the midpoint of the plate will 
increase slightly. This is borne out by Fig. 4.13a. Near 
the trailing edge, the region of negative vorticity produc
tion expands downstream as time progresses. The previously 
noted downstream movement of the stagnation point is con
sistent with this picture.

A qualitative description similar to the one above 
can be applied to the lower plate surface. The distribu
tion of vortex sheet strength is shown in Fig. 4.15.
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A characteristic of the vortex sheet strength, is 

that it is singular at the leading and trailing edges. In 
section 2.5*'it was shown that one term in the expression 
for the vortex sheet strength is 1/2 y [see Equations 
(2.42) and (2.43)]• Also, in section 2.3/ it was shown 
that the expression for the bound vorticity,.y, contains a 
term multiplied by l/sing [see Equation (2.26)]. There
fore, a singularity exists in the bound vorticity at 0 = 0 
and w (that is, at x = _+ 0.5)• This singularity is thus 

■ transmitted to the vortex sheet strength. It should be 
noted that while the vortex sheet strength is infinite at 
these points* the production of vorticity at the position 
of the singularity is finite. This can be demonstrated by 
considering the amount of vorticity produced at the plate 
surface. The increment of vorticity produced over an 
increment of the plate dx during the time interval from t 
to t + At is

dm = &(x,t)dx (4.2)

and, since x = 1/2 cose

dm = - G(G/t}g- sine dg (4.2a)

Since the singularity in Q is produced by the term 1/sing, • 
it is obvious that the production of vorticity as expressed 
in Equation (4.2a) is bounded at the leading and trailing 
edges.
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show that after the initial 

transient, the production of vorticity is in general con
fined to the regions near the leading and trailing edges.
This is to be expected and is in general agreement with the/
findings of Kinney and Paolino (1974) for the impulsively 
accelerated semi-infinite plate.

Figure 4.16 shows the velocity profiles of the 
fluid stream in the vicinity of the plate.. Figures 4.l6a 
and b show the velocity profiles in the wake. The 
x-dimensions selected in Fig. 4.loa and b correspond to the 
first set of nodes after the trailing edge and approxi
mately one-fourth span behind the trailing edge. Figures 
4.l6c and d show the velocity profiles at the sets of 
nodes nearest the leading and trailing edges but still 
within the limits of the plate span. Figures 4.l6e and f 
show the velocity profiles at approximately one-fourth 
span and mid-span of the plate.

Referring to Fig. 4.13, it is seen that the zero 
vorticity line intersects the top surface of the plate 
near the trailing edge. Since the zero vorticity inter
cept is also the position of zero shear on the plate sur
face, it might be expected that a flow separation would 
occur on the upper surface of the plate near the trailing 
edge. However, investigation of the velocity profiles at 
x = .475 (Fig. 4.l6d) and x = .525 (Fig. 4.16a) does not 
reveal any erratic behavior in the velocity that would
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indicate that flow separation has occurred. ' Near such a 
separation point, the velocity profile near the plate would 
have a nearly zero, or even a negative, slope. This char
acteristic can be barely seen in the velocity profile of 
Pig. 4„l6d at t = .01. However, there are insufficient 
node points in the y-direction to show this behavior 
clearly. More spatial resolution is required if this phe
nomenon is to be studied in more detail,.

Figure 4.17 shows the development, with time, of 
the total integrated viscous shear force on the plate.
This quantity has been previously defined by Equation 
(3.55) •> ' It should be noted that the viscous shear force 
is in a direction parallel to the plate and, therefore, is 
a different quantity than aerodynamic drag. This latter 
quantity is classically defined as being a force parallel 
to direction of the free stream flow.

The two viscous forces shown in Fig. 4.17. were 
obtained for the top surface alone as well as for the top 
and bottom surfaces. It is, therefore, possible to deter
mine the contribution qf either the upper or lower sur
faces to the total shear force on the plate. As in the 
zero angle of attack case, the shear force is very large 
initially, and then decays to a steady state value of 
approximately 4.5-

Figure 4.l8 presents the lift parameters as func
tions of time. The use of the term "lift” in this study
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departs from the classical definition in that it is due' 
solely to the pressure force which acts perpendicular to
the plate surface. In classical terms, lift is taken to be
the force perpendicular to the free stream velocity direc
tion. In an effort to eliminate the ambiguity of the lift
term, the symbol C is used to indicate the pressure force.■ ‘ J ■ ‘ -

The parameters presented, in Fig. 4.18 are c , the 
circulation (r), and the center of pressure measured along 
the plate. A departure from classical inviscid aerody- . .
namics is immediately obvious from the data presented in 
Fig. 4.18. The pressure force (lift) is initially very 
high while the circulation is zero. As time progresses, 
the pressure force decreases while the circulation 
increases. From the theories of inviscid aerodynamics, 
which state that the lift is proportional to the circula
tion, it would be expected that the pressure force and 
circulation would increase simultaneously from zero. This 
is opposite to the trend in the data presented here and is 
due to the influence of the viscous flow development about 
the plate.

Reynolds Number of 400 •
To obtain a solution for a Reynolds number of 400 

and an angle of attack, of. 30 degrees, it is necessary to 
reexamine the values of the finite difference parameters. 
Figure 4.19 shows the effect of changing Ay on the
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velocity profile at x = .025. It should also he noted that
for the smaller value of Ay (0.0125) the time Increment is
also smaller. This was required to keep the parameter 

2At(ReAy ) Within acceptable bounds. Based on the data pre
sented in Pig. 4.19, the values selected for the finite 
difference parameters were: Ay = 0.0125, At =0.005, and
Ax = O.O5 . This selection results in the following values

2of the convergence parameters: At/(ReAy ) = 0.08 and At u/ 
Ax = 0.1.

Figure 4.20 shows the vorticity distribution at 
times of 0.01, 0.1 and 0.2. These figures, when compared 
to the lower Reynolds number flow (Pig. 4.13) show that- ■ ' 1
for the higher Reynolds number flow, the vertical extent
of the vorticity layer is significantly reduced and there 
is a major difference in the shape of the constant vor
ticity lines in the vicinity of the leading edge. Also, 
for the higher Reynolds number flow, the location of the 
zero shear (zero vorticity) on the upper surface appears to 
have moved to the.trailing edge in the time interval shown. 
The more nearly similar vorticity patterns for the two flow 
fields occur in the region behind the trailing edge of the 
plate.

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the vorticity production 
on the plate surface. A difference between the two 
Reynolds number cases is seen at the later times shown.
Near the trailing edge of the upper surface of the plate at
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the. higher Reynolds number, there is only a vorticity sink. 
That is, there is not a vorticity sink followed immediately 
by a source. This phenomenon is' probably the reason for 
the location of the zero shear point having moved to the 
trailing edge for the higher Reynolds number.

Figure 4.23 shows the development, with time, of 
the velocity profiles in the region of the plate. By com
paring the data of Fig. 4.23 to the data presented in Fig.
4.16, it can be readily seen that the boundary layer for 
the higher Reynolds number is much thinner than the bound
ary layer for the lower Reynolds number. Of particular 
interest are the velocity profiles in the region of the 
upper surface near the trailing edge. These are shown in 
Fig. 4.23d. Figure 4.24 is a presentation of these veloc
ities on an expanded scale, and, in addition, the computed 
points are indicated on the velocity profiles. As can be 
seen in Fig. 4.20, at early times the zero shear point is 
to the left of the x-location corresponding to Fig. 4.24.
At later times, the zero shear point has moved to the. 
right.. Figure 4.24 shows the shear changing sign with time, 
and also indicates an orderly transition from negative to 
positive shear. That is, as in the case for the lower 
Reynolds number, flow reversal does occur in a manner typi
cal of separation. However, the other indicators, such as 
a pronounced thickening of the boundary layer, are absent.
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For this reason, the zero.shear point is more appropriately 
a stagnation point rather than a separation point.

Figure 4.25 shows the viscous shear force as. a func
tion of time. As was done for the Reynolds number of 4, 
the total shear force on both surfaces is presented along 
with the total shear force on just the top surface. As . 
could be expected, the magnitude of the viscous shear 
coefficient for the higher Reynolds number is significantly 
lower than for the lower Reynolds number; otherwise, the 
results presented in Fig. 4.25 is similar to the results 
presented in Fig.. 4.17 for a Reynolds number of 4.

Figure 4.26 is a plot of the pressure force, the 
circulation, and the center of pressure as a function of 
time. The trends in lift and circulation are the same as 
found for the lower Reynolds number; that is, as time pro
gresses, the pressure force decreases and the circulation 
increases. The pressure coefficients for the two Reynolds 
numbers are nearly equal. At a time of .2 they are equal 
and, at earlier times, the lower Reynolds number has a 
higher pressure coefficient. Also of interest is the fact 
that the center of/pressure is nearer the leading edge for 
the larger Reynolds number.
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AH) RECOMMENDATIONS

This work has demonstrated that theories of invis- 
cid aerodynamics can be extended to aid in the solution of 
transient viscous flow problems. In particular, fluid 
kinematics, or theories of vector analysis, permit the use 
of bound vorticities to replace the solid boundary of the 
plate and, thereby, completely define the fluid velocity 
vector field. Also, the introduction of vortex sheets as 
sources of the vorticity, which is. ultimately diffused into 
the fluid, permits the viscous boundary-condition of zero 
velocity slip to be incorporated into the analysis in a 
novel manner. It is this latter feature which forms the 
basis for the present approach, which has been referred to 
in this work as the Vorticity Source Method.

It is believed that the utility of the Vorticity 
Source Method has been demonstrated in the present investi
gation of transient viscous flows. In addition to provid
ing a solution for the impulsively accelerated flat plate 
at an angle of attack, the techniques presented herein 
serve as a basis for the solution of more complicated 
problems.
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Any estimate of the accuracy of the predicted behav

ior of the vortlclty layer surrounding an impulsively accel
erated finite plate would be tentative because of the dearth 
of prior investigations for this two-dimensional flow con
figuration. Most previous works have been restricted to the 
symmetrical case (zero angle-of-attack case). Also, with 
the.exception.of the effort by Pao and Daugherty (1969), 
these works have been limited to steady-state flow condi
tions. The one study by Lugt. and Haussling (1970) does pro
vide qualitative support for the present findings. However, 
reported quantitative data are insufficient over the 
required time interval for even a rough comparison to be 
made. •

The comparison between the results of the Vortlclty 
Source Method and the results of Pao and Daugherty (as is ̂ 
shown in Pig. 4.9) is considered to be adequate, particu
larly, in view of the different grid sizes used in the two 
studies. Although additional comparisons would have been 
helpful, no results were given in the earlier work for the . 
regions near the leading and trailing edges.. Also, an 
inconsistency was found in their time values. They report 
using a time increment of 0 .05, and yet results are pre
sented at times of 0 .025, 0.210, 0.238, and 9 •62.

Other than the one instance cited above, any quan
titative comparison between the results of the Vortlclty 
Source Method and previous works must be made for steady
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state conditions for zero angle of attack. Although the 
present- results should approach steady state values for 
asymptotically large times, the maximum non-dimensional time 
for which the flow field was obtained was 0.2. This was due 
to the limited computer resources. According to the work by 
Pao and Daugherty, times on the order of 9 are required to 
approach steady state.

The drag force is the dominant result presented in 
the existing steady flow analyses. This force cannot be 
calculated directly, but rather must be inferred from the 
velocity or vorticity results. This introduces another 
factor for consideration. In order, to determine the shear 
stress at the plate surface, it is necessary to extrapolate 
either the velocity gradient or the vorticity to the plate 
surface. It, therefore, follows that the method used for 
extrapolation has a large influence on the results obtained. 
In this work a primary purpose was to develop the basic 
framework for the Vorticity Source Method, and, therefore, 
a major effort was not expended in developing an extrapola
tion technique to evaluate the wall shear stress. It is 
felt that the use of a second order curve fit to the veloc
ity profile in order to evaluate the velocity gradient at 
the plate surface is adequate, but certainly not eloquent.

For the cases where the plate is oriented at an 
angle of attack, there are no previously published results 
available for direct quantitative comparison. There is a
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higher degree of confidence in the predictions presented for 
the lower Reynolds number because of the agreement of the 
zero angle-of-attack results with the results of Pao and 
Daugherty. It appears that the numerical procedure is rela
tively insensitive to angle of attack; that is, if the time 
increment and grid spacing are. adequate for the zero degree 
angle of attack, they are also adequate for the 30 degree 
angle of attack. For the higher Reynolds number case, there 
is less confidence. This is primarily due to the relatively 
thin viscous flow region. In retrospect, it is obvious that 
for the higher Reynolds number, the y-spacing must be suffi
ciently small so as to place several node points in the 
vorticity layer at early times. Even then, the vorticity 
gradients across the layer are extremely large on the lower 
surface near the leading edge and on the upper surface near 
the trailing edge.

The results obtained for the plate at a 30 degree 
angle of attack have shown that the method outlined in this 
work is quite capable of treating flows with regions of 
reverse flow. This is not surprising since the solutions 
are derived from the full Navier-Stokes equations. Addi
tionally, the predicted velocity fields in the vicinity of 
the stagnation points show‘that the generally accepted cri
teria for flow separation, that is, zero shear at the plate 
surface (Schlicting, 1968, pp. 122 and 401), is not adequate 
for transient flows. Figure 4.24, which is essentially a
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plot of the velocity profiles near the zero shear point on 
the surface, shows that the zero shear condition is not 
accompanied by erratic fluid velocity behavior that is 
usually associated with flow separation.

A shortcoming of the Vorticity Source Method, as 
outlined in this work, is the large amount of computer time 
required to obtain solutions. This large use of computer 
time is due to both the evaluation of the fluid velocity 
and the small value of the time increment. In this work 
the velocity field is determined by means of the Blot-Savart 
Law, which entails an integration over the entire non-zero 
vorticity field for each node. As scaled time increases and 
both velocity and vorticity gradients decrease, it is 
reasonable to assume that a scheme could be devised whereby 
the velocity at selected nodes would be evaluated by means 
of the Biot-Savart Law and the velocities for the remaining 
nodes be determined from either the circulation associated 
with individual control volumes or, in regions far removed 
from the plate, interpolation between nodes.

The grid used in the present work was constructed 
with a constant x-spacing. The x-spacing used corresponds 
to the minimum x increment required in the entire grid. 
Therefore, it is possible to reduce the number of nodes by 
using a variable x-spacing and, thereby, reduce the com
puter time required to obtain a solution for each time 
increment.
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A complete solution to a transient flow problem 

-requires that times be considered■for which the flow 
approaches steady state. For the zero angle-of-attack prob
lem considered in this work, 80 time steps were required to 
obtain a solution for the dimensionless time of 0.2. There
fore, if steady state times are of the order of 10, it would 
require approximately 4,000 time steps to reach steady state. 
•Also, for times in the neighborhood of 0.2, the change in 
flow parameters is extremely small for adjacent time inter
vals. Trial computer runs have revealed that quantum 
changes in the time increment during the course of a problem 
result in a quantum deviation from the solution. And, even 
though the results thus displaced do return to the true 
solution after some number of time steps at the new time 
increment, care must be exercised to insure that anomalous 
results are not assumed to be solutions.

In order to approach steady state solutions within 
a reasonable number of time steps, it is recommended that 
the time increment be allowed to increase geometrically with 
each time step to some maximum time increment. For example, 
if each time increment is three percent larger than the pre
vious time increment, the time increment will have increased 
by a factor of 10 after 80 time steps. If the maximum time 
increment is then limited to this value, the number of time 
steps to reach steady state would be reduced by a factor of 
10. The actual values used in applying a geometrical
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progression to the time increment would have to be deter
mined by trial and error. - -

In using any scheme which increases the time incre
ment, it should be noted that this work uses the Gauss--
Siedel method for inverting the vorticity matrix. The appli
cability of this method of matrix inversion is dependent upon 
the matrix having diagonal dominance. For the flow cases 
presented in this effort, diagonal dominance has 'been assured 
by the selection of a small time .increment for stability at 
early times when extremely high gradients exist. Therefore, 
if the time increment is increased significantly, care must
be taken to insure that the matrix inversion technique
selected is compatible with the vorticity matrix that results 
from using the larger time increment.



APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM "

Figure A.1 is the flow chart for the computer pro
gram used to evaluate the vorticity and velocity fields for 
viscous flow past a lifting plate. The Fortran program 
listing follows the flow chart.

This program was compiled with the Extended 
Fortran Compiler and run on the CDC 6400 computer at The 
University of Arizona Computer Center.
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Read 
Card 1 
Card 2

\r
Compute 

. Grid .
!

Call START

Print Head, 
Grid, etc.

Call CONST •

Call MATRIX
vy

Call SOLN
v ....

Call GAMMA
1

Call VELOC.

VCOM>€

z~x

FORCE

Lift, 
Drag, 
etc.

Data Deck. -*< -

Call SHEET

Print
Output

Punch 
Data Deck

J

T>TI

Fig. A.1 Computer Flow Chart



PROGRAM LIFT(INPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH) L i
* FLAT PLATE AT ANGLE OF ATTACK BOUNDARY LAYER L 2
* GRID-EXPONENTIAL DY, CONSTANT OX, X CENTER OF THE PLATE AT 1=30 L 3
* INPUT-TIME = 0 - 2  CARDS L 4
* FIRST CARO-IMIN-COL 1-2, START OF THE X COOR 1 5
* IMAX--COL 3-4, END OF THE X COOR L 6
* JMAX-COL 5-6, NO. OF Y NODES ABOVE THE PLATE L 7
* MODI-CQL 7-8, OUTPUT PARAMETER, ' L 8

PRODUCES OUTPUT EVERY MOOI*OT - L 9
* DT -COL 9-20, DELTA TIME ' L 10
* TZ -COL 21-33, STARTING TIME, ZERO FOR BEGINNING, L 11

MUST CORRESPOND ,TO DATA FOR OTHER TIMES L 12
* TL -COL31-AO, LAST TIME, COMPUTING STOPS L 13
* SECOND CARD-ND.X-COL 1-5, NO OF NODES IN THE PLATE LENGYH, L 14
» OX = 1/NDX L 15
■* MF-COL 6-10, NO OF FOURIER COEF. IN THE GAMMA ROUTINE L 16
* DY-COL 11-20, OY NEXT TO THE PLATE L 17
* RY-COL 21-30, RATIO. OF DY, DY (J*1) =RY*DY U ) L 18
* ALF-COL31 -40, ANGLE OF ATTACK- RADIANS L 19
* RE-COL41-50, REYNOLDS NO L 20
* INPUT- TIME NOT EQUAL TO ZERO, 1 CARD PLUS DATA DECK L 21
* CARD-SAME AS CARD 1 ABOVE- TZ MUST CORRESPOND TO TIME OF DATA DECK L 2 2
* DATA DECK- DECK OF CARDS PRODUCED AS OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM L 23

COMMON IMAX,IMIN,UMAX,NDX,M , ALF,RE,DT,JSTR,JSTP,IL,IT, L 24
ID Y (3 0.) , Y (3 0 I , OX ( 75 ) , X {75 ) , G AM (50) , VYO (75) , VS (2 ,50 ) , L 25
2VOR(75,33) ,V X (75 ,30) ,V Y (75 ,30) , L 26
3 A(225Q) ,B(225G) ,0(22 50'),0(225 0),E(2250) » F < 2.2 5 0) - L 27
READ 6000,IMIN,IMAX,UMAX,MODI,DT,TZ,TL . L 28
T=TZ L 29

* MINIMUM IMIN= 2 ----  MAXIMUM IMAX = 7 4  L 33
IOUT=0 L 31
M = 30 L 32
M2=M/2 L 33
M1=M2-1 ' L 34
M3=M2+1 L 35
JSTR=M/2+l-JMAX L 36
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JSTP=M/2 +JMAX L 37
IF(TZoGToOoO) GO TO 10 0 0 L 38
C I RC T = 0 o 0 L 39
READ 6-0 01 »NOX» MF» D Y (M 2) 9 RY 9 ALF »RE L 40

COMPUTES Y AND DY ENDS AT STATEMENT 1 0 L 41
5 DY(M3)=DY(M2) ' L 42

Y(M3)=0Y(M3)/2o L 43
Y(M2)=-Y(M3) L 44
IL=30-NDX/2 L 45
IT=2 9+NDX/2+M0D(NDX9 2) L 46
DO 10 J=1 9 Ml L 47
DY(M3+J)=RY*DY(M2+J) L 48
"DY (M2-J)=RYVDY(M3-J) L 49
Y(M3*J) = Y{M2+J) + {DY(M2+J)+DY<M3+.J) )/2. ■ L 50

10 Y(M2-J)=-Y (M3 + J) L 51
COMPUTES X AND DX ENOS AT STATEMENT 16 L 52

O X (30) =lo 0/NDX L 5 3
X ( 3 0 ) = D X ( 3 0 ) / 2 o L 54
IF (MOD (NDXS2 ) o E Q o D  X (30) =0 = 0 L 55
DO 15 1=1,29 L 56
DX(I)=DX(30) L 5 7

15 X(30-I)=X(30)-I*OX (30) L 58
DO 16 1=1,50 L 59
D X (1 + 30)=OX (30> L 60

16 X(30+I)=X(30)+I*DX (30) L 61
CALL START L 62
PRINT 6002*RE,ALF,DX<30),DY(M2),DT ,TZ,IMIN,IMAX,JMAX 9 MF 9 RY L 63
PRINT 6015,(1,1=11,20),(DY(I),1=11 ,20) , ( Y d ) , 1=11,20) L 64
PRINT 6017 L 65
PRINT 6016,((I,X(I)), 1=IMIN,IMAX) •• L 6 6
IF(TZo GTo 0 o0) GO TO 1001 L 67

COMPUTE THE MATRIX COEFFICIENTS L 6 8
29 CALL CONST L 69

IOUT = IOUT + 1 L 70
30 CALL MATRIX L 71

CALL SQLN(CONV,ITER) L 72
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CALL GAMMA(CIRCT,CIRC»MF)
CALL VELOCCVCOM,ILIH 9 JLIM)
IF CVCOMoGToOoliO) GO TO 30
CIRCT=CIRCT>CIRC
CALL SHEET
T=T*DT
IF(MOD(10UT,MODI)oNE.O) GO TO 29
PUNCH 60 03,NDX,MF,iMIN,IMAX, JMAX,.DY<M2) ,RY,AL'F,RE»CIRCTiT
PUNCH 6004,(( VS (I ,J ),J=1,NDX),1 = 1,2)
PUNCH 6004, ((VOR (I,J ),J = JSTR,JSTP),1 = 1MIN,IMAX)
PUNCH 600 4, C C VX (I,J ),J=JSTR 5 JSIP),I = IMIN,IMAX)
PUNCH 6004, (( VY (I , J) , J = JSTR , JST,P) , 1 = I MIN, I MAX)
IFCJSTRoEQoi) PUNCH 6004,(VYO(I),I=IMIN,IMAX)
I F (JSTR 0 GT 0 1) PUNCH 6004,(VY(I,JSTR-1),1=IMIN,IMAX) 
PUNCH 6004,(GAM(I),I=l,NOX)
PRINT. 6005,T 
PRINT 60 06
PRINTS 0 0 7 ,((VS (I,J),J=1,NDX),1=1,2)
PRINT 6008
PRINT 6007,(GAMCI),1=1,NOX)
PRINT 6011,CONV,ITER 
PRINT 6012,ILIH,JLIM,VCOM 

■ PRINT 6018
IF(JSTRoEQ.i) PRINT 6010,{VYO<I),I=IMIN,IMAX)
I F (JSTRo GTel) PRINT 6010,CVY(I,JSTR-1),I=IMIN,IMAX)
PRINT 6 0 22,CIRCT 
ICNT = 0
DO 5 0 I=IMIN,IMAX 
DO 50 J=JSTR,JSTP 
IF(MOD (ICNT,60) oEQo0) PRINT 6013 
ICNT = 1CNT + l
PRINT 6014,1,J,X(I),Y(J),VX (I,J),VY (I,J),VOR <I,J)

50 CONTINUE
IF CT oGEoTL) STOP 
GO TO 29

■1000 READ 60 03 ,ND X , MF , IM1, IMA, JMA , DY (M2 ), RY , A1F»RE, CIRCT , T

L 73
L 74
L 75
L 76
L 77
L 78
L 79
L so
L 81
L 82
L 83
L 84
L 85
L 86
L 87
L 8 8
L 89
L 90
L 91
L 92
L 93
L 94
L 95
L 96
L 97
L 98
L 99
L100 
LI 01 
L10 2 
L103 
LI 04 
LI 0 5 
LI 0 6 
L10 7 
LI 0 8 4=



GO TO 5 110 9
10 0 1  READ 6004,(( VS (I,J),J=l,NOX),I=l,2) L110

JSR=M2+1-JMA Llll
JSP=M2+JMA L112
READ" 6 004, ( (VOR (I,J),J=JS R,JS P),I=IMI ,IMA ) Lll 3
READ 600 4, C( VX (I,J),J=JS R,JS P),I = IMI , IMA ) LI 14
READ 6004, (( VY (I,J),J=JS R,JS P),I=IMI , IMA ) L115
I F {JSR»EQo1) READ 6004,(VYO(I),I=IMI ,IMA ) L116
I F (JSR« GT o1) READ 6 0 0 4 , (VY(I,JSR-1),I=IMI , IM A) Li 17
READ '6004, tGAM(I) ,1=1,NDX) L118
PRINT 6019 LI 19
PRINT 6010,(VS(1,1 ),I=1,NDX; L12 0
PRINT 6020 L121
PRINT 6010, (VORd, M3),I=IMI,IMA) L122
PRINT 6021 L123
PRINT 6 010,<VX(I,N3),I-INI,IMA) LI24

. GO TO 29 - L125
6000 FORMAT (412,F1290,6F10.0) L126
6001 FORMAT (215,7F10„0 ) LI27
6002 FORMAT (1H1,10X*FLAT PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER*/llX*REYNOLOS NO=*F10,2, L128 

110 X* ANGLE OF ATT AC K=*F10 = 5/liX*DEL TA X=*F10 . 5,10 X^DELTA Y=^F10,5., L129
210X-OELTA TIME=»F10.5,11X*BEGINNING AT TI.ME=*F10.5/11X*X GRID STAR L13 0 
3TS AT I=*I3,5X*ANO ENDS A T 'I = »I3,10X*Y GRID IS^I3/1 OX,I3*FOURIER C L131 
4QEFFICIENTS DY RATIO =*F7.3) - L132

6003 FORMAT (5I2,7E10«4) L133
6004 FORMAT (8E10.4) L134
6005 FORMAT (1H1,*TIME =*F8.5) . L135
60 3 6 FORMAT <1H ,-VORTEX SHEET*) L136
60 0 7 FORMAT <1H , 10 El 3»4 ) L137
6008 FORMAT (1H0,*BOUND VORTICITY*) L138
6010 FORMAT (1H ,10F12.4) L139
6011 FORMAT (1 HO,* SOL N PARAMETER=*E11«4*NUMBER OF ITERATI0NS=*I3) L140
6 0 1 2 FORMAT (1H0,^VELOCITY CHANGE AT I=*I3,5X*J=*I3* IS*Eil„4) L141
6013 FORMAT (1 H1 ,* I J*6X*X*9X*Y*9X*VX*8X*VY*6X*V0RTICITY*) L142
.6014 FORMAT (1 H ,213,12F10 o4) L143
6015 FORMAT (IHfl, *JV10I10/2X, 10F10 o 4/2X,10F10 o4) ■ L144
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6016 FORMAT (10 (1H, $ I4?F8,41) L145
6017 FORMAT < l H 0 , * I * X m * ) LI 4 6
6018 FORMAT (1H0,*VY AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ICONTROL GRID*)' LI 47
6019 FORMAT (1H0,* OLD VORTEX SHEET AT THE TOP OF THE PLATE*) LI 48
6020 FORMAT (1HO,-OLD VORTIC1TY AT THE TOP OF THE PLATE*) L149
6021 FORMAT (1HQ,*OLO VX AT THE TOP OF THE PLATE*) 1150
60 2 2 FORMAT (1H0 » IRCULATION =*F1Q.5) L151

END L152



SUBROUTINE START ST 1
COMPUTES THE INVISCIO VELOCITY FIELD ST 2

COMMON IMAX,IMIN,JMAX,NOX,M, ALF*RE*OTtJSTR,JSTP»IL,IT* ST 3
. lDY(3Q),Yi30T,DX%75T,X(75)5G A M (50),VYO(75),VS(2,50), ST 4
2VORC75,30),VX{75,30)*VY(75*30), ST 5
3 A (2250)9B (2250), C (2250),0(2250)» E (2250),F(2250) ST 6
IMINl=IMIN-i , ST 7
IMAX1=IMAX+1 ST 8
M 2 = M / 2 ST 9
Mi=M2-l ST 10
M 3 = M 2 + i ST 11
COSA=COS(ALF) ST 12
SINA-SIN(ALF) ST 13
S2 = i o/SQRT(20 ) ST 14
DO 10 I=IMIN1,IMAX1 ST 15
DO 10 J=JSTR9JSTP ST 16
XP=(X(I)**2+Y(J)**2)**2-0.25*(X(I)**2-Y(J)**2> ST 17
XY=X(I)*Y(J) ST 18
RP=XP*XP+0.25*XY**2 ST 19
RP=SQRT(RP) ST 20
DEN0M=(X(I)**2-Y(J)**2-0o25)**2t4.*XY**2 ST 21
DIFF-ABSCRP-XP) ST 22
VX (1,J)=C0SA-S2*SIGN(1.9XY)*SQRT(0IFF /OENOM)*SINA ST 23

10 CONTINUE ST 24
COMPUTE VY FROM CONTINUITY ST 25

ILi-IL-1 ST 26
IT1=IT+1 ST 27
DO 15: I=IMIN9lLl ST 28
A(I)=-SINA*X(I)/SQRT{X(I)**2-c25) ST 29

15 VY(I,M2 )=A(I) ST 30
DO 16 I=IL,IT ST 31

16 VY( I ,M2)=0 o 0 ST 32
DO 17 1=111,IMAX ST 33

17 VY(I,M2) =SINA»X(I)/SQRTCXII)**2-0o25)■ ST 34
DO 2 0 J- 1,UMAX ST 35
DO 2 0 X = IMIN,I MAX ST 36
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VY C1 9 M2-5-J) = VY(I,Ml+J)+0o5*(VX < I-1VM2 + J)-VX ST 371 *0Y(M2^J)/0XCI> ST 38
IF Cj oEQoM2) GO TO 20 ST 3 9
VY C19 H2 = J) = VY fl',M3-J)-0o5*(VX .;CI-1*M3-J)-VX ST 40

. 1 *OY(M3-J3/OX <I) ST 41
20 CONTINUE • ST 42
COMPUTE THE VORTEX SHEET ST 43
V S<I?I) = IOP SURFACE ST 44
VS (29 I)= BOTTOM SURFACE ST 45

00 3 0 I = I U I T Si 46
D EN0M= SCRT ( 0 0 2 5- X CI) *»2) ST 47
VS Cltl-ILl) = COSA-SINA»X (D/OENOM Si 4830 VS C2 9 I-ILI) = COSA>SINA*X(I)/DENOM ST 49
DO 40 1 = 1 9 8 0 ST 50
DO 40 J = 1 9 20 ST 51

40 VORTT 9 Ji = 0 e 0 ST 52
RETURN ST 5 3
end ... ST 54



SUBROUTINE CONST C l
* UPWIND DIFFERENCE MODEL C 2
* COMPUTES THE CONSTANTS FOR THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE C 3
* TRANSPORT EQUATION C 4
*■ COMPUTS F USING VX, VY, AND VOR AT TIME T C 5

COMMON IMAX»IMIN,JMAX,NDX,M, ALF,RE,DT?JSTR,JSTP,IL,IT, C 6
ID Y (30) » Y(30) ,DX(75) ,XC75) ,.GAMC50I »VY0<75) ,VS(2,5Q), C 7
2VOR(75,30),VX(75,30),VY(75,30), C 8
3 A (2250),8(2250}9C (2250)»DC2250),E (2250)$F (2250) C 9
M2=M/2 C 10
T2=DT/2c C 11
TR=0.5*DT/RE C 12

1 DO 50 I=IMINSIMAX C 13
IP=I + .l C 14
IM=I“ 1 C 15
CXP=1./(DX(I)*(X(I+1)-X(I))) C 16
CXM-loO/(DX<I)^(X(I)-X(I-l))} C 17
DO 50 J=dSTR,JSTP C 18
JP=J+1 C 19
JM=J-1 C 20
K=IM*M+J C 21
V1=0.5*(VX(IM,J)+VX(I,J)) C 22
F1=0,5+SIGN(0.5,V1) C 23
V.3=0..5*(VX(IP, J) ♦VX.tltJ)) . C 24
F3 = 0.5 + SIGN(0 *5» V 3) C 25
V2=VY(I »JM> C 26
F2=0•5+SIGN(0o5jV2) C 27
V4=VY(I,J) C 28
F4=0o5+SIGN(0«5?V 4 ) C 29
F(K)=VOR(I,J)+TR*(CXM*VOR(IM,J)+CXP*VOR(IP,J)- VOR(I,J)*(CXP+CXM)) C 30

1 +T2*(VOR(I,J)*((l,-Fl)*Vl-F3*V3)*Fl*Vl*VOR(IM,J)-(l.-F3y*V3* C 31
2 VOR (IP ? J ) I / OX {I). C 32
IFW.'EQ.l) GO TO 40 C 33
IF(J.EQ.M) GO TO 45 C 34
IFTI.GE.IL.AND.I.LE.lf) GO TO 30 C 35

29 CYP=lo/{DY(JJ*{Y(JPi-Y(J) ) ) C 36
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CYM=io/(0Y(J)*(Y(J}-Y{JM3)) C 37
F(K)=F(K)+TR*(CYM*VOR(I,JM)+CYP*VOR(I,JP)-VOR(I,J)*(CYP+CYM)) G 38

1 +T2*(VOR(I,J)*((1,-F2)*V2-F4*V4)+F2*V2*VOR(I,JM) C 39
2 -(l.-F4)*V4*V0R(I,JP;)/DY(J) C 40
GO TO 50 G 41

30 I F {JoEQoM2) GO TO 31 C 42
IFCJ.E'Q.M2 + li GO TO 35 C 43
GO TO 29 G 44

31 CYM=1«/(DY(J)*(Y (J )-Y (JM))) G 45
F(K3=F(K)+TR*(CYM*VOR(I,JM)-CYM=VOR(I,j))+T2*((l.-F2)*V2*VOR(j,J) C 46

1 +F2.-*V2*V0R(I, JM) )/DY(J)+VS(2*IrIL+l)/0Y(J) C 47
GO TO 50 C 48

35 OYP=l6/ (DYU) * (Y {JP)-Y(J) ) ) C 49
F (K)= F (K)+TR*(CYP*(VOR(I,JP)- VOR(I,J )))-T2*(F4*VOR(I,J)=V4 C 50

1 +(l«-F4T*V4*V0R(I*JP))/0YCJ)-VS(l,I-IL+i)/DY(J) C 51
GO TO 50 C 52

40 V2=VY0(13 C 53
F2=0.5+SIGN(0.5?V23 C 54
CYP=l./(OYIJ)*(Y(JP>-Y(J))) G 55
F(K3=F(K}+TR*(CYP*(VOR(I,JP)-VOR(I,J3)-VOR(I,J)/DY(J)**2) C 56

1 +T2*(VOR(I,J)*((l.-F23*V2-F4*V4)-(l,-F4)*V4*VOR(I,JP))/DY(J) C 57
GO TO 50 C 58

45 CYM=l./{DY(J)*tYtJ)-Y(JM)3) C 59
F(K3=F(K)+TR*(CYM*(VORiI,JM)-VOR(I,J))-VOR(I,J)/DY(J)**2) C 60

1 +T2*(VOR(I,J)*((lc-F23*V2-F4*V4)fF2*V2*VOR(I,jM))/0Y(J3 C 61
5 0 CONTINUE C 62

RETURN . C 63
END C 64
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SUBROUTINE MATRIX M 1
UPWINO DIFFERENCE EQUATION M 2

COMPUTES THE VORTICITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE M 3
TRANSPORT EQUATION M 4

COMPUTES A,B,C,D,AND E USING VX, VY, AND VOR AT TIME T+DT M 5
COMMON IMAX,IM-IN,JMAX>NDX,M,.-ALF*'RE,0T,JSTR*JSTP,IL*IT» M 6

1DYC30)»Y(30),DXC75i »X(75)»GAM(50),VYO(75) ,VS(2,50), M 7
2VOR(75,30),VX(75,30i ,VY(75 ,30)9 M 8
3 A(2250),B(2250),C(2250),0(2250),E(2250),F (2250) M 9
M 2 = M / 2 M 10
M3=M2+1 M 11
DO 100 I=IMIN,IMAX M 12
IP=l4l M 13
IM=I-i M 14
CXP=0.5*OT/(OX(I)*(X(IP)-X(I))*RE) M 15
CXM=0o5*DT/(DX(I)*(X(I)-X(IM))*RE) M 16
TX2=0.5*DT/DX(I) M 17
DO 99 J=JSTR,JSIP M 18
JP=J>1 M 19
JM=J-1 M 20
K=IM*M»J M 21
CYP=0. 5*OT/(DY(J)*(Y (JP)-Y(J) )*RE) M 22
CYM=0.5*DT/(0Y(J)*(Y(J)-Y(JM))*RE) M 23
TY2=0a5*DT/DY(J) M 24
V1=0,5*(VX(IM,J)+VX(I?J)) M 25
V3=0.5*(VX(IP,J)+VX(I,J)) M 26
V2=VY(I,JM) M 27
V4=VY(I,J) M 28
Fl-0 oS + SIGN(0o5,VI) M 29
F 2= 0 ® 5 + SI GN ( 0 o 5, V2 ) M 30
F3=0.5+SIGN(0.5,V3) M 31
F4=0o5*SIGN(0o5,V4) M 32
A(K)=-CXM-TX2*F1*V1 M 33
IF (I <> £ Q o IMIN) A (K ) = 0 o 0 M 34
E(K)=-CXP+TX2*(1.-F3)*V3 M 35
I F (IoEQoIMAX) E(KS=OcO M 36 T9
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B(K)=-CYM-TY2*F2*V2 H 37
D(K)=-»CYP+TY2*(lo-F4)*V4 M 38
C(K3=l,+GXM*CXPfTX2*(F3*V3-(lo-Fl)*Vl) M 39
IF CJo LE o JSTR) GO TO 30 M 40
IF{JoGEoJSTP) GO TO 35 M 41
IF. (I »G E o IL o A NO e I = L E o IT) GO TO 40 H 42

29 C CK)=C(K)+CYP+CYM + TY2*(F4*V4-(lo-F2)*V2) M 43
GO TO, 99 H 44

30 B(K)=0oG M 4.5
V2=VYO<I3 M 46
F2=0«5+SIGN(0o5»V2) H 47
C{K)=C(KHCYP*0o5*0T/(RE*0Y(d)**2.> +TY2*(F4*V4-(io-F2) *V2) M 48
GO TO 99 H 49

35 DCK) = 0o 0 M 50
C (K)=0{K)+CYM+0o5*DT/(RE*DY(J)**2)+TY2*(F4*V4-(1.-F2)*V2) M 51
GO TO 99 M 52

40 IF (JoEQ0li2) GO TO 45 M 53
.IF C J o EQo M3.) GO TO 50 M 54
GO TO 29 M 55

45 D U O  =0* 0 H 56
C(K)=G(K)+CYM-TY2*(lo-F2)*V2 M 57
GO TO 99 M 58

50 B (K) =0 o 0 M 59
0(10=0 (KHCYP+TY2*F4*V4 M 60

99 CONTINUE M-61
100 CONTINUE H 62
1 RETURN M 63

END M 64

*"
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SUBROUTINE S O L N ( C O N V E R T E R ) SN 1
USES THE GAUSS-SIEDEL METHOD TO SOLVE FOR THE VORTICITY ; SN 2

CONVL-INPUT-CONVERGENCE.CRITERIA? MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SN 3
SUCCESSIVE VALUES OF THE VQRTICITY SN 4

ITER-OUTPUT-NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO OBTAIN A SOLUTION SN 5
COMMON IMAX*IMIN ?UMAX ?NDX ?M, ALF$RE?OT ,JSTR,JSTP,IL,IT, SN 6

1DY C30 i <> Y {30) ?DX (75) ? X 175) ? GAM ( 501 ? VYO1751 ? VS ( 2 ?50 ) ? SN 7
2VOR(75,3Q),VX<75,30),VY(75,30), SN 8
3 A (2250), B (2250),G(2250),D(2250),E (2250),F(225Q) SN 9
ITT=35 SN 10
COMP=lo 0 E-5 SN 11
IL D= 30-IMIN SN 12
IT£R=0 SN 13

5 ITER=ITER+1 SN 14
C0NVL=0o0 SN 15
DO 10 0 Ji=l,JMAX SN 16
DO 50 1=30,IMAX SN 17
IP=I*1 SN 18
IM=I-1 SN 19
J=M/2>JT SN 20

. JP=J+i SN 21
JM=J-l SN 22
K=IM*M+J SN 23
VNEW=A(K)*VOR(IM,J)+B(K)*VOR(I,JM) SN 24

1 4-0 (K)^VOR(I, UP) -e-E (K) *VOR CIP, J) SN 25
VNEW=(F(K)-VNEW)/C(K) : SN 26
CVL=A8S<V0R<I,J)-VNEW) SN 27
IF(CVLoGToCONVL) CONVL=GVL SN 28
VOR (I J  ) = VNEW SN 29
U=M/2+l-UT SN 30' JP=J 4-1 SN 31
JM=J-1 SN 32
K=IM*M+J SN 33
VNEW=A(K)*VOR(IM,U)*B(K)*VOR(I,JM) ■ ,* - SN 34

1 +D (K)*VOR(I,JP)+£ CK» *VOR(IP,J ) SN 35
VNEW=iF(K>^VNEW)/C(K) SN 36



CVL=ABS<VORIT, JI-VNEW)
IF(CtfLoGToCONVLi CONVL=CVL 

50 V O R (1 9 J ) = VNEH 
DO 100 11=1?ILD 
1=30-11 
IP=l+i 
IH=I - 1  
J=M/2+JT 
JP=Jtl 
JM=J - 1  
K=IM*M+J
VNEW=ACK?*V0RC1M» J H 8 C K ) » V 0 R < I 9JM) 

1 +D(K)*VOR(I,jP)+E(K)*VOR(IP,J)
VNEW= CF(K)-VNEW)/CCK)
CVL= ABS (V O R - V N E H )
IF <C VL o GIo C0N VL) CONVL=CVL
VOR{I?J)=VNEW
J=M/2+l-JT
J P = J + 1 ’
JM.= J-l 
K=IM*M+J
VNEW=A(K)*VOR{IM,J)+B(KI*V0R(I*JM) 

1 +0(K»*VOR'<I-, JP1+^{K).*V0R(IP9 J)
VNEH= CF (K)-VNE.W) /C CK$
GVL=ABS(VORCl? J)-VNEW) 
IFCCVL»GieCONVLl CONVL=CVL 

100 V O R (I?J ) = VNEW
IFCCONVLoGToCOMPI GO TO 150 

, RETURN 
150 I F (ITERoLToITT) GO TO 5 

RETURN 
END

SN 37
SN 38
SN 39
SN 40
SN 41
SN 42
SN 43
SN 44
SN 45
SN 46
SN 47
SN 48
SN 49
SN 50
SN 51
SN 52
SN 53
SN 54
SN 55
SN 56
SN 5.7
SN 58
SN 59
SN 60
SN 61
SN 62
SN 63
SN 64
SN 65
SN 6 6

SN 67
SN 6 8
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SUBROUTINE GAMMASCIRCT?CIRC*MF) G 1
* COMPUTES THE BOUND VORTICIT DISTRIBUTION OF THE PLATE G 2
* USES A, 8 ,C,D, AND E AS SCRATCH STORAGE G 3
* CIRCT-INPUT- TOTAL CIRCULATION TO TIME STEP BEFORE G 4
* CIRC-OUTPUT- CIRCULATION ADDED DURING OT 6  5
* MF-INRUT- NO OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS G 6
¥ NOTEo «o AT COMPLETION* C CONTAINS THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS G 7

COMMON IMAX,IMIN»UMAX*NDX»M* ALF* RE»DT*jSTR*JSTP»It»IT* G 8
1DY;I30) ?Y(30)»DXC75) 5.X(75$ 9GAM<50? 9 VYO (751 » VS ( 2*50 5 9 G 9
2VOR(75,30),VX(75,30),VY(75,30)* G 10
3 A (22503 »B(2250)*C(22 50)»D C2250) 9E (2250)*FC2250) G 1 1
M2=M/2 G 12
M3=M2+1 G 13
IMAX 1 =IMAX - 1  G 14
IF(ALFoNE.O.O) GO TO 10 G 15
CIRC=0 o 0 G 16
DO 5 1=1,NOX G 17

5 GAM<11=0,0 G 18
RETURN G 19

10 CONTINUE G 20
* INDEX ON THE PLATE POSITION G 21

DO 15 0 I=IL,IT G 22
* INDEX ON J FOR THE X INTEGRATION G 23

DO 20 J=1,3 G 24.
JU=M2+J G 25
JL=M3-J G 26
YP=Y <JU) G 27-
Y2=YP*YP G 28
A(JT=0o0 G 29
DO 20 IP=IMIN,IMAX1 G 30
X1=X <IP) • G 31
X2=X (IP-i-l) G 32
Wl = \/ORCIP,JU)+VORCIP,JL) G 33
W 2 =VOR(IP+l,JU)*VOR(IPfl,JL) G 34
X0=X2“X1 G 35
XD1=X1-X(I) G 36 0 1



XX 0 2 £X 2 * m i  ...x xzllN;,,...... ............ .........  f -y r-~ i - ) I -  ... ■■! * > c G 37
''VN=(YP*ATAA(YP*XDflY2+XDl*XD2i;rXD)*%W2-Wl)+8.5*(XDl*W2-X02*Wl) r; G 38

> i ""■•♦AtidSt t?2+Xd2*XD&$> <Y2*xbi*kbily. r G •39
f ' A U M A  O S  +VN/XD "G' 40

2 0  CONTINUE G 41
DO 70 J=4,JMAX G 42
A<J5=0o0 G 43
JU=M2+J G 44
JL=M3-J G 45
YP=Y(JU) G 46
Y2=YP*YP G 47
DO 50 IP— ININ?IHAX G 48
XO=X(IP)-X(I) G 49
ECIP>=VOR(IP 9 JU)*VORCIP 9 JL) G 50

50 D(IP)=XD/(XD*XOi-Y2) G 51
DO 6 0 IP=IMIN,IMAXi G 52

60 AW)=-(E(IP)*D(IP)+E(IP+l)*OIIP+l))*(DX(IP)+OX(IPtl))/4o»A(J) G 53
70 CONTINUE G 54

THE Y INTEGRATION G 55
GAMd-IL + DssQ.O G 56
DO 80 J=1,JMAX G 57

80 GAM(I-IL+1)=GAM<I-IL+1)+A(J)*DY(M2+J) G 58
GAM(I-IL+1)=GAM(I-IL+1)*0.1591549 6 59

15 0 CONTINUE G 60
GAM(I) IS THE INDUCED NORMAL VELOCITY AT THE PLATE G 61

DO 200 1=1,NOX G 62
20 8 •BCI> = ACOS{XCIL-l + i)*2«l G 63

NOTE THAT B C D  CORRESPONDS TO THE MAXIMUM ANGLE G 64
C(1)=(0»5*(GAM(l)-GAM(2))*%3.14159+8(2))+(GAM(2)*B(1)-GAM(1) G 65

1 *8(2)))*(3.14159-8(2))/(B(l)-8(2)) G 66
C (1I=C(1) + (0o 5*B(NDX-1)*(GAM(NDX- 1 ) + GAM(NDX))-GAM(NDX-l)*B(NDX) . G 6 7

1 I *B(NOX-l)/(B(NDX-l)-B (NOX)) G 68
N2=N DX-2 G 69
DO 2 20 1=2,N2 G 70

220 C(il=G(l)-0.5*(GAM(I)+GAM(I+l))*(B(I+l)-B(I)l G 71
C(l)= 0.6366198*C(1) G 72
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DO 250 11=2,MF G 73
XI=II-1, G 74
CGS2=C0S C XI^B(2) ) G 75
COSi= t-1 G 76
C a i )  = CGAH(2)-GAMCi) »»(G.OS2”COSl)/ (B(2?-8 Ci)i G 77
GOSi=COSCXI»BCNOX*-il 1 G 78
■ G'( li ) = C (11) ♦ < G AM (NDX) -G AMI NDX-=il) ̂  (lo - C O S H  / ( B <NDX) - 8 (NOX-l) 1 G 79
DO 2 30 1=2,N2 G 80
COS2=COS(XI*B(I+l)) G 81
cosi=dos(xi*B(in G 82

230 Ci II? =C<II)t(GAMCI-5-i) -GAH (I>) » $COS2-COSl )/C8  C )-B (I )) : G 83
C (11S = -0 « 6 36 619 8 »G C111/XI* * 2 G 84

250 CONTINUE G 85
C m  ARE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS G 8 6

COMPUTE THE CIRCULATION INCREMENT G 87
X1=X ( I D G 8 8
X2=XtIL>l) G 89
V S i - V S C 2»1 ’) - V S (1,1? G 90
VS2=tfS (2, 2)--VS (1 ,2 ) G 91
CIRC =(0.5+X2)*(Q.25*(VSl-VS2?40o5*VSl*X2*VS2*(,5*X2-Xl?)/(X2-Xl? G 92
X1=XCIT^1T G 93

■ X 2 =X(IT? G 94
VS1= V'S (2, NOX-i )“VS Cl,NOX~l) G 95
VS2=VS (2,NOX?-.VS(l,.NOX) :' G 96
CTRC=( 0,5-Xl?* (0e25*(VS2-VSl?-0.5*Xl*(VSl* ¥S 2 > «• VS1^X2? / { X2 -X 1 ) G .97

1 4-CIRC G 98
NDX2=NDX-2 G 99
0 0  310 I=2,NBX2 G100
¥S1=VS(2,I)-VS(1,I> GiOi
.%S 2 =WS( 2 ,I+1 )-VS( 1 ,I+1 ) G102
Xl=X<IL~ltI) G10 3
X2=X(IL+T? G10 4

310 CIRC = CIRC + 0.5*(VS2fVSl%*(X2-Xl) G10 5
ciRC-~CIRC G106
Cl=G(l?-i-2«0*SIN(ALF? G107
C2=CCIRCT-$-CIRC?»06 63661964-0(2) G10 8

pCA
-S i



DO 325 1 = 1 ,NOX
■GAMC-I)=(Cl*C0S(BCin+C2)/SINC8<I))
DO 325 J=2,MF 
XI=J-1«

325 GAMCI)=GAM(l$-2o»C<JI*SIN<XI* 8 (I) I 
RETURN 
END

i.

G109
G110
Gill 
G112 
Gil 3 
G114 
G115
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SUBROUTINE VELOC (VCOM,ILIM,JLIM)
* COMPUTES VX BY THE BIOT-SAVART LAW AND VY FROM CONTINUITY .
* USES A AND 0 AS SCRATCH STORAGE
* VYO IS VY AT THE BOTTOM OF THE GRID WHEN JMAX=M2
* VCOM-OUTPUT-MAXIMUM CHANGE IN VX FROM LAST ITERATION
* ILIM, JLIM-OUTPUT- LOCATION OF MAXIMUM VX CHANGE

COMMON IMAX,IMIN,JMAX,NOX,M, ALF»RE,DT,JSTR*JSTP*IL»IT, 
iDY(30i ,Y'(30) ,DX(75) ,'X(75) *GAMt5difVYO(75) ,VS(2»50). v 
2VORC75,30)?VXT75,30)?V Y (75,30),
3 A (2250),8(2250),CC2250),0(2250), E (2250),F(2250)
IMAX1=IMAX-1 .
IMAX3=IMAX+1 
IMIN1=IMIN-1 
M2=M/2 
M3 =M 2-5-1 
M1=M2-1 
JTOP=JSTP
IF(ALFoEQoOoO) JTOP-M2 
JSTP1=JSTP-1 
IL1=IL+1 
IT2=IT-2 
NDX2=NOX-2 
COSA=COS(ALF)
SINA=SIN(ALF) '
VCOM = 0 o 0

* START THE I ROUTINE
DO 200 I=IMIN1,IMAX3

* START THE J ROUTINE
DO 190 J=JSTR,JTOP
DO 50 JP=JSTR,JSTP . '
A (J P ) = 0 o 0
IFCJoEQ.JP) GO TO 50 
YP =Y(JP)-Y(J)
Y2=YP*YP V 34 H
I F (IABS(JP-J)»GTo2) GO TO 30 V 3 5 ^
DO 10 IP=IMIN,IMAX1

V 1
V 2
V 3
V 4
V 5
V 6
V 7
V 8
V • 9
V 1 0
V 1 1
V 1 2

V 13
V 14
V 15
V 16
V 17
V 18
V 19
V 2 0
V 2 1

V 2 2
V 23
V 24
V 25
V 26
V 27
V 28
V 29
V 3 0
V 31
V 32
V 33
V 34
V 3 5
V 36



Xi=XtIP3 ' V  3?:
X2=X {IP-5-i) V 38
W1=V0R(IP,JP) V 39
W2=V0R(IP+1,JP) ' . V 40
X0=X2-X1 V 41
XDl=Xi-X(I) V 42
X02=X2— X (I ) • V 43
VN=0e5*YP*(W2-Wl)*ALOG((XD2**2+Y2)/(XOl**2+Y2))+((W2-Wl)*X<I)+ V 44

1 W1*X2-W2*X1)*ATAN(YP*X0/(Y2+X01*XD2)) V 45
A (JP)-A (JP) +VN/XD V 46

10 CONTINUE V 47
GO TO 50 V 48

30 00 35 IP=IMIN»IMAX ' V 49
XD=X(IP)-X(I) V 50

35 D(IPi=VOR(IP,JP)/(XD*XD+Y25 V 51
DO 40 rP=IMIN?IMAXI V 52

40 A{JP)=A(JP)+(DCIP)+D(IP+1))V (X{IP+1)-X(IP))*0»5 V 53
' ACJPi =A(JP)*YP V 54

50 CONTINUE V 55
* Y INTEGRATION V 56

VNEH--Y(M2)*(0.5*Y(M2)*(A(M23+A(M2-1))-Y(M2-l)*A(M2>)/(Y (M2)- V 57
1Y (H2-1) )-Y (M3)*(0»5*Y(H33^(A (M33 -6-A (H3+l> )-Y(H3>l) * A (M3) ) / : V 58
2 (Y(M3tl>-Y(H3)3 V 59
DO 60 JP=JSTR,M1 V 60

60 VNEW=VNEW+(ACJP)+A(JP+1))*(Y(JP+1)-Y(JP))*0.5 V 61
00 65 JP=H3 9 JSTP1 V 62

65 VNEW»VNEW+CA(JP)+A<JP+l))*CYCJP+l)-y(JP))*0*5 V 63
VNEW=VNEW*0.1591549 V 64

* VELOCITY CONTRIBUTION DUE TO THE BOUND VORTICITY V 65
Y P - Y(J) „ V 6 6
Y2 =YP*YP V 6  7
I F (ALF« EQo 0.0) GO TO 100 V 6 8
IFCJoLT, (M2-2) .OR, JoGT. CM2-5-3) ) GO TO 80 V 69
Ai=(GAM(2)-GAM(i ))/(X(IL*1)-X ( I D ) V 70
A2=(GAM(NOX)-GAM(NOX- 1 ))/(X(IT)-X(IT-1)) V 71
Bl= (GAM(l )*X(ILH) - G A M ( 2 } * X m > ) / ( X (IL-H3 ~X (It) > ! V 72
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B2={GAM(N0X-1)*X(IT)-GAM(NDX)»X(IT-1)) / (X(IT)-X(IT- 1 )) V 73
VBl=0o5*Ai*AL0G( ( (X (IL*1) ~X (I) )**2 + Y2) / (( 0 <>5 + X (I) ) **2+Y2) ) V 74

1 4 <A1*X(I)>B1)/YP*ATAN(YP*(X(IL>1)> 0 ,5)/(Y2-(0,5+X(II)*(X(IL+1) V 75
2 -XXI)))) V 76
VB2=0e5*A2*AL0G(((0o5-X(I))**24Y2)/((X(IT-l)-X(I))**2fY2)) V 7 7

1 +(A2*X(I)4B2)/YP*ATAN(YP*(0,5-X(IT-1))/(Y24(0,5-X(I))% V 78
2 CX(IT-1)-X(I)))) V 79
V8=VB14VB2 V 80
DO 7 0 IP=IL1,IT2 V 81
X1=X(IP) V 82
X 2 - X (IP+1) V 83
Hl=GAM(IP-IL4l) V 84
W2=GAM(IP-IL42) V 85
XD-X2-X1 V 8 6
XD1=X1-X(I) V 87
XD2=X2-X(I) V 8 8
A1=(W2-W1)/XD V 89
B1=(W1*X2-W2*X1)/XD V 90
VB=V840.5*A1*ALOG((XD2**24Y2)/(XD1**24Y2))+(Al*X(I)+Bl)/YP V 91

1 *'ATAN(YP*X0/<Y2 + X01*XD2) ) ■ V 92
70 CONTINUE V 93

GO TO 101 V 94
80 DO 85 IP=1?NDX V 95

XO=X(IL-14IPJ-X(I) V 96
85 D (IP)= G A M (IP)/ {XD**2+Y2) V 97

X1=X(IL) V 98
X 2 = X (IL41) V 99
VB=(0.54X2)*(0,5*X2*(D(2)4D(l))-0.25*(D(2)-D(1))- X 1*D(2))/(X2-X1) VI0 0 
X1=X<1T-1) VI01
X2=X(IT) VI0 2
VB=VB4(0.5-X1)*(0.25*(D(NDX)-D(NDX-l))4X2*D(NDX-1)-0.5*X1*(D(NDX) VI0 3

1 4D(NDX-1)))/(X2-Xl) VI04
DO 8 6  IP=2»NDX2 V105

8 6  VB=V840,54(D(IP)4O(lP4l))*(X(IP4i)-X(IP)) V106
GO TO 101 VI0 7

100 VB=0e0 V108
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' . V

101 V0LD = VX(I 9 J? " VI0 9
VB=YP*VB*0ol591549 V110

" - V*(I,J)=VNEW+VB+GOSA VI1 1
IF(ALFoEQo0,0) V X (I,M-J+l)=VX(I,J ) V112
VDIF = ABS {VOLO-VX (I 9 J) ) Vil.3
IF(VDIF»LToVCOH) GO TO 190 ' V114
VCOM=VDIF V115
ILIM=I V116
J LIH = J Vi17

190 CONTINUE VI18
200 CONTINUE VI19

* COMPUTE VY FROM CONTINUITY V120
IF(ALFoEQoOoO) GO TO 300 V121
DO 250 I=IMIN,IMAX V122
IF(loGEoILoANOoI.LEoIT) GO TO 248 V123
DO 210 J=1 9 3 V124
JU=M2+J VI25
JL=M3-J V126
YP=Y(JU) VI2 7
Y 2 =yp*YP V128
A (J )= 0 o 0 V129
DO 210 IP = IMIN ?I MAXI V130
X 1 =X(IP) V131
X2-X(IP+1) V132
Wl.=VOR C IP 9 JU) VOR (IP j JL) VI33
W 2 = VOR ('IP+ 1  $ JU) + VOR C IPtl 9 JLi V134
XD=X2-X1 V135
XDl=Xi-X(l> VI3 6
XD2=X2-X(I) ' ' VI37
VN=(YP*AtAN(YP*XO/(Y2+XDl*X02M-XD)*(W2-Wl)*Q,5*(X01*W2-XD2*Wl) V13 8

1 *ALOG((Y2+X02*X02)/(Y2*X01*XD1)) V139
A (J )-A (J)+VN/XO . VI40

210 CONTINUE V141
DO 220 J=4 9 UMAX . V142
A (J3=0,0 V143
JU=M2+J V144
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Jl=M3~J V145
YP-Y(JU) Mibb
Y2=YP»YP V147
DO 215 IP=IMIN9IMAX VI48
XD=X(IP)-X(li VI49
E CIP)=VOR(IP9JU)+VOR(IP,JL) V150

215 0(IP)=XD/(XD*XD-hY2) VI51
DO 216 IP=IMIN,IMAX1 V152

216 A(J)--(E(IP)^D(IP)+E(IP+l)*D(IP+l))*(DX(IP)+OX(IP+l))/4.+A(J) V153
220 CONTINUE V154

THE Y INTEGRATION V155
VNEH =Y(M2+2)*(Y(M2*2)*(A(2)fA(l))*Bc5-Y(M2fl)*A(2))/ V156

1 (Y(M2+2)-Y{M2+1)) V157
DO 225 J=3,JMAX V15 8

225 VNEW=VNEW +(A(J)+A(J-1))*(Y(M2+J)-Y(M2+J-1))*0»5 V159
VNEH=0=1591549*VNEH V160

VY CONTRIBUTION FROM THE BOUND VORTICITY V161
IF iIL-Io GTo 5) GO TO 240 VI62
IF-f.IrIT.GT.5) GO TO 240 V163
X1 = X <IL) V164
X2iX ilL + l) V165
VB=C (GAM {2>-GAM(i) )*C0c5*X2) + (GAM (1) * (X2-X (I).)-G AM (2) * (Xl-X (I) ) >* V16 6

1 ALOGC(X(I)-X2)/(0.5+X(I))))/(X2-X1) V167
X1=X(IT-1) V168
X2=X(IT) V169
V8=VB + ( (G AM (NOX) - GAM (NDX-1) ) * ( 0.5-X1)-$• (GAM (NOX-l) * CX2-X (I) ? - V170

1GAM(NDX)*(Xl-X(I)))*ALOG((0.5-X(I))/(Xl-X(I))))/(X2-X1) VI71
DO 230 IP=2,NOX2 V172
X1=X(IL-l+IP) . VI73
X2=X(IL+IP) V174
VB = VB + GAM (IP + 1 ) -GAM (IP) + (GAM (TP) *(X2-X(I) i-GAM ( I P + D *  (Xl-X (I)) ) V175

1 *ALOGC(X2-X(I))/(Xl-X(I)))/CX2-X1) V176
230 CONTINUE ' VI77

GO TO 249 V178
240 Xl-X f I D  V179

X2 =X(IL+1) VI80



Wi=GAM(1)/(Xl-X C D ) VI81
W2=GAMC2)/(X2-X(I>) VI82
VB=(0,5*X2*(Wl+W2)-c25*(W2-Wl)-W2*Xl)*(Qo5+X2)/(X2-Xl) VI83
Xl-X(IT-l) V184
X2=X (IT) V185
Hl-GAH CNDX-1)/(Xl-X(I )) VI86
W2 = G A H (N D X ) / (X 2- X (I)) • VI87
VB=V8f(0a25*(W2-Wl)-0e5*Xl*( W2+Wl)tX2*Wl)*(0.5-Xi;/(X2-Xl) V188
DO 245 IP = 2?NDX2 : V189
Xl = X(IL-Tl+IP) V190
X2=X(IL+IP) V191
W1 = GAH (IP), / ( Xl-X (I )) VI92
W2=GAH(IP+1)/(X2-X(I)) ; V193

245 VB=VB4-o ;"5* (WltH2 (X2-X1) V194
GO.TO 249 V195

248 VYtI»H2)=0=0 V19S
GO TO 250 ' V197

249, VB=~ 0 o 1591549^ VB VI98
VY(I?M2)=VNEW + VB+STNA V199

250 CONTINUE ; V200
270 DO 275 J-I dJMAX V201^

DO 275 1=IMIN ?IMAX V202
VY-(i*M2+J)=VYfI,J11+JI+0»5*<VXCI-l*H2+'J)-VX(I+t*M2 + j n  = V203

1 *DYCM2>J)/DX(I) V204
I F (J o EQo M2) GO TO 275 V2Q5
VY(I,M2-J) = VY(I,M3-J)-Q.5*(VX(I-1,M3-J)-VX(I+1.,.M3-J) ) "  . V20 6

1 *OY(M3-J)/OX(I) V207
275 CONTINUE V208

RETURN ’ V209
300 DO 310 I-I'M IN, I MAX • V210
310 VY (I»M2)=0,0 V211

GO TO 270 V212
END - V213



SUBROUTINE SHEET VS 1
COMPUTES THE VORTEX SHEET '■ VS 2

6-1 M R Y H VS 3
VS(291) = THE BOTTOM SURFACE VS 4
USES A AS SCRATCH STORAGE VS 5

COMMON IMAXt lMIN,UMAX 9NOX 9 M 9 ALF 9 RE 9 OT 9 JSTR 9 JSTP,IL 9 1T, VS 6
10Y (30 i 9 Y (30') 9 OX (75 J ?X (751 9 GAM (50) ,VY0(75)9VS(2,50), vs 7
2VOR<75,30),VX(75»30)9VY(75930 ) 9 vs 8
3 AC2250)9 8(2250) 9 C (2250) 9  0(2250)$ E (2250) 9  F(22 50) vs 9
COSA=COS (ALF) vs 1 0
IMAXi=IMAX-l vs 1 1
M2=M/2 vs 1 2
M3=M2+1 vs 13
DO 100 1 = 1 9 NOX vs 14
0 0  1 0  8=1,3 vs 15
JU=M2>J vs 16
JL=M2+1-J vs 17
YP=Y(JU) vs 18
Y2=YP*YP vs 19
A (J) = 0« 0 vs 2 0
DO 10 IP=IMIN9IMAX1 vs 21
X1=X(IP) vs 22
X2=X(IP+l) vs 2 3
Hl=VORCIP,JU)-VORCIPs JL) ' - vs 24
W2=V OR (IP*! ® JUS - VOR (IP-f 1, JL) vs 25
X0=X2-X1 vs 26
XDl-Xl-XCIL-l^I) vs 27
X02=X2-X{IL-l+I) vs 28
VN=0.5*YP*(W2-W1)*ALOG((XD2*?2+Y2)/(XD1**2+Y2))+((W2-W1)»X(TL- i m  vs 2 9

1 +Wl*X2-W2*Xl)*ATAN(YP*XD/(Y2fXDi *XD2)) ' ; vs 30
10 A(J)=A(J)+VN/XD vs 31

00 2 0 J=^,JMAX vs 32
A (J) = 0 0 0 vs 33
JU=M2*J vs 34
JL=M3-J vs 35
YP=Y(JU) vs 36
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Y2-YP*YF
DO 15 IP=IMIN$IMAX 
XD=X t IP >-rXCIL~l + I )

15 D(IP;=(VOR(IP,JU)-VOR(IP,JL))/(XD*XOtY2)
DO 18 IP=IMIN,IMAX1 

18 A(J) = A(JH0o5*(D(IP? +D(IP+1))*(X(IP+1)-X(IP) J 
A(J)=YP*A(J)

20 CONTINUE 
Y INTEGRATION 

VNEW-OoO 
DO 3 0 J=1 9 JMAX 

30 VNEW=VNEH+-ACJ)*DYCM2 + J)
VNEW = 0 o1591549*VNEW 

■ VS C2,I) = VNEW+COSA+(3AMCI)/2o 
VS(l,I)=VNEW+COSA-GAM(I) /2.

10 0 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
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PROGRAM FORCEdNPUT,OUTPUT) F 1
* . THIS PROGRAM USES THE DATA DECK PRODUCED BY THE PROGRAM LIFT F 2
♦ TO COMPUTE THE LIFT AND DRAG ON THE PLATE F 3
* INPUT-ONE CARD FOLLOWED BY. ONE OR MORE DATA DECKS F 4
* CARD INPUT- DELTA TIME IN COL 2 TO 16 F 5

OUTPUT-ONE POINT DRAG-LINEAR FIT OF THE VELOCITY F 6
' TWO POINT DRAG-QUADRATIC FIT OF THE VELOCITY F 7

* AVE DRAG-AVE OF ONE POINT AND TWO POINT F 8
$ PRESS-SHEET-BOTTOM-PRESS DIST ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE PLATE F 9

DELTA P-OISTRIBUTION OF THE PRESS OIFF BETWEEN THE BOTTOM F 1 0
* AND TOP SURFACES F 1 1

TOTAL-TOTAL LIFT NORMAL TO THE PLATE F 1 2
* CENTER OF PRESS-HOMENT/LIFT F 13

COMMON VOR(75,30),VX(75,30)?VY(75,30),VS(2?50), G A M (5 0 > ,00(6,50) F 14
1 ,P(4,50) , DRAG (61 , VYO (75) ,A (75) , 3 (75) , C (75) ,0(75) , £(75), G (7 5 ) F 15
2 ,FLIFT(4) ,D Y(30),Y (30),X (7 5) F 16
M2=l 5 F 17
READ 100 0,IS,DT F 18

1 READ 1 0 0 1 ,NOX,MF,I MIN, IMAX,UMAX,OH,RY,ALF,RE,CIRCT ,T F 19
IF(NDX o GTo50) STOP F 2 0
READ 10 02,i(V S (I ,J ),J=1,N D X),I=1,2) F 2 1

J ST R=M 2 + 1  - JM A X F 2 2
JSTP=M2>JMAX F "23
READ 1002,((VORCI,J),J=JSTR,JSTP),I=1MIN»1MAX) F 24
READ 1002, (( VX1I,J),J=JSTR,JSTP),I=IMIN,IMAX) F 2 5
READ 1002,(( VY(I,J),J=JSTR,JSTP) ,1=1MI N ,IMAXI F 26
I F (JSTRo EQol) READ 10 02,(VYO (I),1 = 1MIN,I MAX) F 27
I F (jSTRo GT»1) READ 1 0 0 2 ,(VY(I,JSTR-l),1=IMIN,IMAX) F 28

10 READ 10 02, (GAM(I) ,1=1,NDX) F 2 9
OX-1./NDX F 30
PRINT 1003,RE,ALF,DX,OH,T,CIRCT F 31
IL=3 Q-NDX/2 F 32
IT=29fNOX/2+MOD(NDX,2) F 33
OY (16) =DH F 34
Y(l&)=0o5*DY(16) F 35

D Y (15)=DH - F 36
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Y i15)=-Y i16) F 37
DO 12 1=1»14 F 38
0 Y( 1 6 *I}-R¥*DY C15+n F 39
OY (15-I) = OY(16 + I) F 40
Y{16 + IJsY(15+II*0'.-5*CDY(15 + IJ + OY«16+I) ) F 41

12 Y(15-I)=~YC16+I) , F 42
X {30)=DX/2 o F 43
IF(M0D(NDX,2I.EQ.l). X(30)=0o0 ,F 44
DO 13 1=1? 29 F 45

13 X{30-I)=X(30)-I*OX F 46
DO 14 1=1,45 F 47

14 X (30*I)=XC30HI*OX F 48
Yl=DH/2o F 49
DEL=(l.+RY)*DH/2« F 50
Y2=Y1>DEL F 51

■* DRAG ROUTINE F 52
R=2c/RE F 53
M1=H2-1 F 54
M3=M2+1 F 55
M4=M2+2 F 56
DO 25 1=1,NDX F 57
Ul=VX(IL-lfI,Ml) F 58
U2=VX(IL-1+I,M2) F 59
U3=VX(IL-1>I,M3> • F 60
U4=VX{IL-l-6-I,H4) F 61
CD(1,I)=R*U2/Y1 F 62
CD (2,I)=R*U3/Y1 F 63
CO(3,I)=(U2*Y2/Yl-Ul*Yl/Y2)/OEL*R F 64
CD{4,I3={U3*Y2/Y1-U4*Y1/Y2)/DEL*R F 65
CO(5,I)=0.5*(CD{1,I)+CO(3,IH F 66
CO{6,I)=0.5*<CD(2,I)+CO(4,IH F 67

25 CONTINUE ' F 68
N0L=NDX-2 F 69
DO 30 J=1,6 F 70 H
DRAG { J ) = l o l 2 5 ^ C G O { J , m C D  { J,NDX) .)40875* CCD C J,2)-$-CD IJ, NDX-1) ) F 71 -4
DO 29 1=3,NOL F 72 00



29 DRAGC J ) = O R A G ( J H C D U * I > F 73
30 DRAG(J)=DXVDRAG(J$ F 74

O R A G l = D R A G ( l > + D R A G m F 75
DRAG2=DRAG(3} -J-DRAG CA1 . .. F 76
ORAG3=DRAG(5)+DRAG<6) F 77
K1=IL F 7 8
K2=K1 + 1 .. F 79
•DELR=RE»DEL F 8 0
P(3,l)=-0,5*VS(29l)*OX/DT F 81
ND1=NDX-1 F 82
K2=K1 F 83
DO 34 I=29NDX F 84
K1=K2 F 85
K2=K1+1 F 8 6

34 PC39l)=PC39l-13-(VSC2 9l3*VS<2 9 I-li ?¥DX/DT F 87
IMAX1=IMAX-1 • F 8 8

INDEX ON THE PLATE POSITION F 89
DO 150 I = IL 9 IT F 90

INDEX ON J FOR THE X INTEGRATION F 91
DO 49 J = 1 93 F 92
JU=M2+J F 93
JL=H3-J F 94
YP=Y<JUJ F 95
Y2=YP*YP F 96
A (J? = 0 *'0 F 97
DO 49 IP=IHIN»IMAXi F 98
X 1 =X(IP) F 99
X2=X(IP*1) Flu' 0
Wl=VOR(IP,JU)+V0RCIP9JL) FiO 1
W2-V0RCIP+1*JUI+VORCIP+1*JL) FI 0 2
XD=X2-X1 F10 3
X01=X1-X (I) FIG 4
XD 2 =X 2 -X(I) FIO 5
VN=(YP*ATAN(YP*XD/(Y2 + XD1*X02))-XD)* CW2-Wli + 0 .5*(XD1*W2-X02-W1) FIO 6

1 ♦AL0G(<Y2+XD2*XD23/{Y2+XD1*XD1J} FI 0 7
A(J) = A(ja-$-VN/XO FIO 8



49 CONTINUE F109
DO 70 J=4,JMAX F1I0

- AIJl=0 « 0 Fill
UU=M2+J FI12
JL=M3-J F113
Y P = Y (JU) F114
Y2=YP*YP Fll5
DO 50 IP = IMIN 9 IHAX F116
XD=X CIP)-X(I) F117
E (IP)=VOR{IP? JU)+VORCIP?JL) Fll 8

50 D (IP ) = XD/ (XD*XD-s-Y2) . F119
DO 60 IP=IHIN ?IMAX1 F120

60 A(J)=-(E(IP)*D(IP)+E(IP+1)*0(IP+1))* DX/2.+A(J) FI21
70 CONTINUE F122

* THE Y INTEGRATION F123
G (I-IL+l)=0.fl F124
DO 8 0 J=1,JMAX F125

80 G {I-IL>1)=G CI-IL*1)+A<J)*DY(M2+J) - F126
G CI-IL*1I=G (I-IL*1)*0.1591549 F127

150 CONTINUE FI28
* G (I) IS THE INDUCED NORMAL VELOCITY AT THE PLATE F129

. PRINT 2000* CGUJ ,1*1,NDX) ' F130
200 0 FORMAT J2H V*10F10.5) F131

DO 200 1=1,NDX FI32
200 B(I)=ACOS(X(IL-l+I)*2.) F133

* NOTE. THAT B CD CORRESPONDS TO THE MAXIMUM ANGLE F134
O C D  = C0.5*(G il)-G (2))f {3,141594-B{'2))4-<G (21*BCi)-G Cl) FI 3 5

1 < 2 ) ) C3 o14159-B C2)>/(B (1)-8(2)) F136
C C D = C C D  + C0«5*BCNDX-1).*<G JNOX-li+G I NDX).) -G < NDX-D *8 (NDX) FI 37 

1 ) * B (NOX-1) / (6INDX-l)-^B(N'D'XS ) F138
N2=NDX-2 FI 3 9
DO. 2 20 -1=2 ,N2 . F140

220 C ( D = G ( D - 0 . 5 * ( G  Cl) +G <I + 1) 3 * * Bf H H ) - B  (I) ) F141
C(l)= 0e6366198*CCl) F142
DO 250 11=2,MF F143
XI=TI-1. FI 44 0.
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C0S2=C0SiXI*B<2)) F145
C0S1= (-1.)**(II-l) F146
C(II>) = (G C2)-G Cl):)*(G0S2-C0Sl)/(B(2)-8(i)) F147
.COSi=COS(XI*B(NOX-l)) F148
C (II) =CCII)> (G (NDX)-G (NDX-1))*(1.-C0S1)/(B(NDX)-B CNDX-1) ) F149
00 230 1 = 2 »N2 F150
G0S2=COS<XIVB (1+1)) F151
C0S1=C0SCXI*B(I)) F152

230 C (11) =C (II) + < G CI+l) - G (I) )*(C0S2~C0S1)/(B(I-H)-B(I) ) F153
CIII)=-0.6366198*CCII)/XI**2 F154

250 CONTINUE F15 5
* 0(1) ARE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS F156

C1=C(1)»2,*SIN(ALF) FI57
C2=2.*CIRCT/3.14159 F158
DO 350 1=1,NOX FI59
C3=0 o 0 Flo0
C4=0 o 0 FI61
00 345 N=3,MF F162

XI=N-1 F163
0EN=XI**2-1. ' F164
C3=G3+2«*C(N)*SINiXI*B(I))/DEN F165

345 G4=C'4*2.*XI^C(N)*C0S'(XI*B (I) )/0EN F166
P(4,I)=(Cl+G4)*SIN(B(in+C2*B(I)-2.*CIRCT+C(2)*SIN(2.*8(I))/2. F167

1 . — C3*CdSCBi 13 3 ,, , , F168
350’ Pt4,I)=P$4,I)/0T F169

Q=>0.5-0k/2e F17 0
PRINT 1004 F171
PRINT 1005 F172
00 35 1=1,NOX F17 3
a=Q+DX , FI 74

35.PRINT 100 6,Q,CCD CJ,I) ,J=1,6),CPCK,I)»K=3,4) F175
PRINT 1007,(0RAG(J),J=1,6) F176
FLIFT C 3 ? = (0 o 7856982^ C Cl-G ( 3>) -CIRCT) /DT F177
FLIFT {4) = 0 o25* C - 0 = S^CIRCT + 0«, 3926 991^ iC(2 )-0, 25*C <4 ) 1 ) /OT F178
FLIF T 11.1 = 0 e 0 FI 7 9
FM0M1=Q o 0 F180 T8

T



FH0H2=FLIFt(4)/FLIFT<3? F181
IF JFLIFT C3)oEQo0 oQ) FH0M2=8oQ FI82
PRINT 1G08,DRAG1?ORAG2,DRAG3,FLIFTU),FLIFT(3) FI 83
PRINT 1009,FMOM1,FMOM2 F184
GO TO 1 FI85

1000 FORMAT CIlsF15o0) , F186
1001 FORMAT i5l2,7E18 o4) F187
1002 FORMAT C8E10.4) F18 8
1003 FORMAT (1H1,10X*FLAT PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER^/llX^REYNOLDS NO=*FlD.2, F189 

111X*ANGLE OF ATTACK=*F10,5/llX*DELTA X=*F18«5?10X*DELTA Y=*F10»5// F190 
21iX*TTME =»F10.5,12X*CIRGULATION =*F10,5) F191

' 1004 FORMAT(1H-11X*0NE POINT DRAG*6X*TWO POINT ORAG*Q8X*AVE DRAG*9X*PRE FI92 
1SST^0RTICITY*6X*PRESS-SHEET»I F193

100 5 FORMAT (1H0,4X*X * 4 (4X»B0TTOM*5Xv TOP^»2Xi 94X*B0TT0H*3X»DELTA P*) F194
1006 FORM AT (1H *F7-»4» 0 6Fi 0 • 5 »20 X > 2FI0 • .5) .■■ F195
1007 FORMAT ClH0V7XV10F10o53 FI96
100 8 FORMAT (1HO^TOTAL*F16=594F20 =5) . F197
1009 FORMAT (1H0,40X*CENTER OF PRESS*6X,2F20.5) F198

END ' ■ . .F199
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NOMENCLATURE

Arabic 
curve fit constant 
curve fit constant
Fourier Series coefficient - cosine terms 
length of the plate - '
coefficient of moment on the plate 
center of pressure on the plate 
coefficient of the viscous force on the plate 
coefficient of the pressure force on the plate 
total viscous force.on the plate 
unit vector in the 9 direction 
body force vector
direction factor, defined by Equation (3.7a), 
section 3 .2 '
direction factor, defined by Equation (3.7b), 
section 3.2
direction factor, defined by Equation (3.7c), 
section 3.2
direction factor, defined by Equation (3.7d), 
section 3.2
result of the partial integration of a double 
integral
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K constant of integration
L refers to a maximum integer
LIFT force on the plate due to pressure distribution 
MOM moment on the plate
n integer.
N refers to a maximum integer
p pressure Chapter 2, otherwise nondimensional

1 2  ' pressure = p*/(2 p ) - •
r and r 1 position vectors
Re Reynolds Number = c V /v
s distance =|r'-r|
t time Chapter 2, otherwise nondimensional time =

t*V /cCO ■K* ■u velocity component in the x direction = u /V
u^ velocity component in the x direction induced by

the bound vorticity 
ur velocity component in the x direction induced by

the free vorticity 
u velocity component in the x direction induced by

the bound vorticity 
v velocity component in the y direction =
v^ velocity component in the y direction induced by

the bound vorticity . 
vQ y component of V
vr velocity component in the y direction induced by

the free vorticity



velocity vector
portion of the velocity vector having zero curl 
and non-zero divergence
portion of the velocity vector having zero curl 
and zero divergence
portion of the velocity vector having non-zero curl
and zero divergence
far field fluid velocity vector
nodal velocity, defined: by Equation (3.6a)',
section 3.2
nodal velocity, defined by Equation (3.6b), 
section 3.2
nodal velocity, defined by Equation (3.6c), 
section 3.2
nodal velocity, defined by Equation (3.6d), 
section 3.2
coordinate dimension = x /c
x dimension for the leading edge node of the plate
x dimension for the trailing edge node of the
plate •

*coordinate dimension = y /c

Greek
angle of attack 
bound vorticity vector



solution of y to obtain the constant in Equation
(2.33)

isolution of y to obtain the series in Equation
(2.33)
solution of y to obtain the homogeneous solution 
of Equation (2.33)
the bound vorticity associated with the trailing
edge node of the plate
total circulation of the plate
infinitesimal distance - Pig. 2.2

*vortex sheet strength = q /V 
vortex sheet strength, upper surface 
vortex sheet strength, lower surface 
central angle substituted for x on the plate 
surface
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic viscosity 
density 
area
shear stress
shear stress at the plate surface 
dummy variable of integration 
vorticity vector

■X*z component of the vorticity = oj c/V 
vorticity at the plate surface 
sum of vorticities. Equation (2.38)
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0 total free vorticity of the fluid

Superscripts 
* refers to variables having dimensions
t the variable is evaluated at time t
4- refers to a property on the upper surface of the

plate
refers to a property on the lower surface of the 
plate

Subscripts
f refers to the leading edge node position
1 position location in the x direction
j position location in the y direction
■t refers to the trailing edge node position
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